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CHAPTER 1. Nonsampling Errors and Survey Quality in Large-scale 
Surveys 
1.1 Introduction 
The goal of producing high quality survey data and estimates has been an important 
factor in the design and implementation of sample surveys from the field's earliest days. 
[Biemer and Lyberg, 2003, p.13] define survey quality as a tri-dimensional characteristic of 
survey data. The three dimensions are accuracy, timing, and accessibility. This is consistent 
with the interpretation of [Juran and Jr, 1980, p.l] quality definition in the industrial pro­
duction setting. In order to have good survey quality, the survey data must be sufficiently 
accurate to achieve their designed purpose in a suitable time period and in an accessible way. 
In their general definition of survey quality, [Biemer and Lyberg, 2003] emphasize the impor­
tance of the accuracy since data with errors are of little help regardless of release timing and 
accessibility. 
It is useful to identify the different kinds of error a survey is subject to. In a general 
framework, the total survey error is the sum of two major types of error: sampling error 
and nonsampling error. Sampling error is the error due to the fact that only a subset of the 
population (the sample) is observed. Survey sampling theory has developed effective tools to 
design a survey sample that controls for this source of error. Nonsampling error is composed 
of those errors related to operational issues of the survey. [Biemer and Lyberg, 2003, p.38] 
subdivide nonsampling errors into five categories: specification error, frame error, nonresponse 
error, processing error and measurement error. A brief description of each category follows. 
• Specification Errors: Specification errors are esssentially conceptual errors. This type of 
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error happens when there is disagreement between the intended construct to be evalu­
ated and the one that is actually measured. For example, the construct "salary" is not 
necessarily the same as the amount earned by someone. Hence, if researchers intend to 
study the variable salary but use a survey question such as "How much do you make a 
year?", they are inducing a specification error. In this example, there will be a tendency 
to overestimate the variable of interest, salary. Specification errors may be avoided with 
careful planning of survey questions and good communication between researchers and 
questionnaire designers. 
• Frame Errors: Frame errors are typically errors associated with the existence of duplicate 
frame records and the level of coverage of the sampling frame used to select a probability 
sample. The existence of duplicated records is undesirable as it affects the actual selection 
probabilities of a sample design. On the other hand, frames containing more elements 
than the target population lead to overcoverage problems, while frames failing to cover 
all elements of the target population generate undercoverage problems. The latter is a 
more serious problem than the former. [Kish, 1962, pp.529-532] discusses the topic of 
undercoverage under a broader view of errors of nonobservation. Sometimes, the use of 
multiple frame designs ([Hartley, 1962]) may help to avoid undercoverage problems. 
• Nonresponse Error: Nonresponse error is the error associated with the absence of re­
sponse. For example, in a natural resource survey, a nonresponse may occur by an 
inability to physically access a certain geographical area leading to missing information 
regarding that unit. In human population surveys, refusal to answer survey questions 
or the entire survey are sources of nonresponse error. In order to efficiently handle this 
type of error, it is necessary to make assumptions about the underlying mechanism which 
generates the nonresponse. Techniques of statistical imputation or weighting can be used 
to help to address the problem. 
• Processing Errors: Processing errors are errors related to post-data collection processes, 
including coding, keyentry, editing and statistical estimation procedures such as imputa-
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tion and weighting. The more complex data processing is, the more vulnerable a survey 
is to processing errors. Mistakes in the coding process and keyentry are common exam­
ples of processing errors. Alternatively, error in computer code can induce a systematic 
error in the survey data or weights. Processing errors may be controlled by appropriate 
training of people in charge of operational tasks and by supervision of work. Procedures 
to monitor the quality of the data processing step are also an important tool to help 
diminish the problem. 
• Measurement Error: Measurement error is the error associated with imperfections in the 
measurement process. A non-calibrated instrument, for instance, is a source of measure­
ment error. False information from the respondent is also an example of this type of 
error. Compared to the other categories of nonsampling errors, measurement errors have 
received the majority of attention in survey methods research. In order to help diminish 
this problem, training of data collectors, calibrating instruments, and monitoring the 
data collection process are all essential. Special studies may be implemented to estimate 
the properties of measurement error for a survey. 
In this dissertation, attention will be given to the design of samples to monitor the quality of 
the data being collected (data quality monitoring) and to evaluate properties of measurement 
errors for the survey (measurement error evaluation) in the context of large-scale longitudinal 
surveys. Longitudinal surveys provide historical information that allows more complex designs 
than the simple ad hoc approaches used in one-time surveys. The properties and feasibility of 
several classes of probability sample designs for data quality monitoring will be investigated. 
The problem of assessing the properties of measurement error will be addressed with emphasis 
on designing a subsample to estimate the measurement error contribution to the variance of 
a sample estimator. The investigation is motivated by potential applications to the United 
States Department of Agriculture's National Resources Inventory. 
The dissertation is structured in three major chapters. The first chapter presents a brief 
introduction to the subject of survey quality. A literature review for quality monitoring and 
measurement errors in surveys is presented. Also, the National Resources Inventory is intro­
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duced and its measurement process is discussed. Chapter 2 presents the problem of designing 
a sample for data quality monitoring purposes. Several classes of sample designs are investi­
gated. Based on the performance of these designs, a sample design is presented for application, 
motivated by the NRI context. In Chapter 3, the problem of designing a sample for measure­
ment error evaluation is discussed. Based on a mesurement error model, a stratified design 
for subsampling sampling units is proposed in order to assess the contribution of measurement 
error to the variance of an estimate. Different types of sample allocation are compared in a 
simulation study. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to evaluate the robustness of the results. 
1.2 Literature Review on Quality Monitoring 
According to the [US Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology, 1990], editing is de­
fined as a set of 'procedures designed and used for detecting erroneous and/or questionable 
survey data (survey response data or identification type data) with the goal of correcting 
(manually and/or via electronic means) as much erroneous data (not necessarily all of the 
questioned data) as possible, usually prior to data imputation and summary procedures.' 
[Biemer and Lyberg, 2003] enumerate three goals of the editing phase:to provide information 
about the data quality, to provide useful information for future survey improvements and to 
'clean-up' the data for further processing. 
Although editing is a very important phase of data processing, [Grankist and Kovar, 1997], 
warn of the risks of overediting. A data set is said to be overedited when it is submitted to 
extensive editing without major quality improvement, causing an unnecessary increase on the 
survey cost. 
In an attempt to avoid overediting, [Biemer and Lyberg, 2003] advocate the use of selective 
editing. Adopting a selective method of editing means that not necessarily all the suspicious 
data are subjected to checking. Instead, only a subset of the data, chosen based on different 
factors, such as the importance of the sampling unit, the relevance of the variable of interest 
and the cost of investigation, are investigated. Methods from statistical quality assurance 
theory can then be applied to monitor the quality of the data. In particular, the techniques 
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of acceptance sampling and process monitoring can be used to ensure the errors are under 
control. An example of the application of these tools in a clerical operation survey scenario 
is given by [Rosander, 1977, p. 187]. [Vardeman and Jobe, 1999] apply these methods in an 
engineering setting. The traditional methods of statistical quality assurance, invented originally 
for the industrial settings, were later applied to the survey sample context as administrative 
applications of quality control ([Biemer and Lyberg, 2003, p.220]). 
A typical setup for applying acceptance sampling in a survey requires the existence of 
'batches of data'. For example, in natural resource surveys, these could be sets of field reports. 
From each batch, a random sample of field reports is taken and checked for data inconsis­
tences. If the estimated percentage of reports with inconsistences is high, the whole batch is 
rejected in the sense that all its items are submitted to evaluation. Otherwise, no further check­
ing is deemed necessary. Although some statistical agencies use this technique with success, 
[Deming, 1986] and [Biemer and Caspar, 1994] have criticisms with respect to its implementa­
tion since, as the methods of mass-inspection, acceptance sampling may have a high cost, be 
inefficient at identifying errors and, without any adjustment, present no feedback that allows 
for continuous improvement of quality. 
An alternative approach is to engage in on-going monitoring of survey quality. Among the 
techniques for quality monitoring, the general class of Shewhart charts, along with the EWMA 
and CUSUM charts, are the main tools for the application of quality monitoring in real time. 
Shewhart charts are based on the belief that the variation in a process is the sum of 
two components: inherent variation (that cannot be suppressed) and variation that can be 
suppressed. The main goal of the charts is to provide a tool to detect the variation that can 
be avoided, giving the chance to eliminate it by means of physical intervention. 
In order to implement a Shewhart chart, samples of the process under observation are 
taken periodically. Based on these samples, key statistics are calculated. Their values are 
plotted in the order they were generated and the pattern of the chart is compared with some 
control limits. Whenever the values of the charts start falling outside the control limits, there 
is evidence that something has occurred to the process that needs investigation. 
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The EWMA charts are based on 'exponentially weighted moving averages'. In this type 
of chart, the sequence of values used for a Shewhart chart is smoothed through the use of a 
recursive expression. Let the sequence of the key statistic values plotted in the Shewhart chart 
be denoted by T\, T%, .... Let the EWMA sequence of statistics to be plotted be denoted by 
E0, Ei, Ei, ..., where E0 is some starting value. Then the EWMA recursive expression is given 
by 
Ek  = ATk  + (1 - A)Ek-i (1.1) 
where A is a constant that may assume a value over the interval (0,1]. Note that for A = 1, 
the EWMA is equivalent to the Shewhart chart. The smaller the value of A, the smoother the 
pattern of the chart is. In this type of plot, smaller changes and weak trends on a process 
under monitoring may be easier to detect, possibly at an earlier stage, than on a Shewhart 
chart. 
As with the EWMA, the CUSUM chart intends to smooth the Shewhart chart. CUSUM is 
the abbreviation for cumulative sum based charts. Retaining the notation for the key statistic 
values plotted in the Shewhart chart, and denoting the CUSUM sequence of values as Co, C\, 
C2, ..., where Co is some starting value, the CUSUM recursive expression is given by 
Ck  = (Tk  — a) + Cfc-i (12) 
where a is some constant. 
Interpretations of the CUSUM charts requires more attention as the values of the slopes on 
this graphics are the indicators for the sizes of the statistics been observed. A positive trend on 
a CUSUM chart indicates that values larger than a are been observed while a negative trend 
indicates the opposite. Experienced CUSUM chart analysts argue that it is easier to see small 
changes in the process through this type of chart than through a Shewhart chart. 
Sometimes, combinations of these monitoring charts are also employed in practice. 
In order to apply any of these techniques, a subset of sampling units must be chosen as the 
units comes from the field. It is usual practice to choose this subset based on specific ad hoc 
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rules serving as general guidelines that amount to non-probabilistic sample designs. 
1.3 Literature Review on Measurement Error in Surveys 
Historically, literature concerning errors of measurement may date back as far as 1902 with 
Karl Pearson's publication 'On the mathematical theory of errors of judgment'. In this work, 
[Pearson, 1902] investigated measurement error behavior when a human being was performing 
measurement of a fixed and well defined quantity. 
An important early discussion about measurement error in survey sampling is found in 
[Mahalanobis, 1946]. In this work, Mahalanobis addressed the problem of designing a sam­
ple in which nonsampling error due to interviewer influence would be under some control. 
Mahalanobis used interpenetrating subsamples, which rely on randomly assigned interviews 
to each available interviewer. Later, [Hansen et al., 1951], and [Sukhatme and Beth, 1952] 
worked on measurement error models with variance components for nonsampling errors. In 
particular, motivated by surveys carried out by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, 
[Sukhatme and Beth, 1952] formulated a general linear model believed to cover commonly 
found conditions in agricultural and socio-economic surveys. Let y be a certain variable of 
interest. Let Yijk be the kth measurement of the variable of interest, observed by the jth in­
terviewer on the ith unit. Let yt be the true value of the variable of interest associated with 
the ith unit in the sample, selected from a finite or infinite population of mean fx and variance 
cr2. Then, Sukhatme and Seth's model can be expressed as 
M\ '. Yijk — Di ~\~ OLj 4" Sij + ('-I]k• (1-3) 
where aj is a bias effect associated with the jth interviewer, 0^ is an interaction term between 
the jth interviewer and the ith unit, and eVJ^ is a random error term. Additional assumptions in­
clude EMl(eijk\i,j) = 0, EMl(Sij\j) = 0, EMl{eljk\i,j) = o2e and EMl(<^|j) = cr}, where EMl(.) 
denotes expectation with respect to model Mi. In their paper, [Sukhatme and Seth, 1952] note 
that, in order to estimate the different variance components, replication of the observations is 
necessary. 
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The conceptualization of a model to describe measurement error in a survey implies an 
extra source of variation, in addition to the fundamental randomization process applied in 
any probability sample. [Hansen et al., 1961] introduce a decompostition of the mean square 
error taking into account both sources of variation: from the randomization and from the 
model. Although they assume a survey as either a census or an equal selection probability 
sample, the idea is general enough to extend for any sample design p and measurement error 
model M. Let 9 be a parameter of interest related to a finite population. Consider a sample 
estimator of 9, given by 9. Let EPM(-) denotes the expectation over all possible samples under 
design p and over all possible measurements under model M. Also, define EP(.) and EM(-) 
as the expected value with respect to the sample design p and model M, respectively. Then, 
Epjvf(.) = EP[EjVf (.)]. Hansen, Hurwitz and Bershad's MSE-decomposition can be expressed as 
Epm{Q — 9)2 = [^pM(G) - 9]2+ Epm [ 9 —  E M { 9 ) ] 2 +  ^ pM [ ^ M { 9 ) —  E pM ( 9 ) } 2 .  
The first term on the right side is the squared bias of the sample estimator. The second 
term can be interpreted as the response variance, while the last one can be interpreted as the 
sample variance. By definition, the response variance is given by 
E p M [ 9 - E M ( 9 ) } 2  =  E p { E M [ 9 - E M ( d ) } 2 }  
= EpVarjvf(<9). 
On the other hand, the sample variance is given by 
E p M [ E m ( 9 ) - E p M ( 9 ) ] 2  =  E p { E m 0 ) - E p [ E m { 9 ) } } 2  
= VarpEM(#), 
where Varp(.) and Varm(-) are the variances with respect to the sample design p and model 
M, respectively. Let VarPM(-) denote the variance of the sample estimator over all possible 
samples under design p and over all possible measurements under model M. Then, 
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Var P M ( Ô )  = E P V & T M ( Ô )  + VarpEjvf(0)-
Based on this last expression, the response variance corresponds to the measurement error 
contribution to the variance of the sample estimator. [Hansen et al., 1961] worked on analysis 
and estimation of the response variance. 
Investigations concerning model use and the effects of measurement error in the analysis of 
survey data were done by [Cochran, 1968], [Bailar and Dalenius, 1969] and [Chandhok, 1982]. 
[Lessler, 1984] made a comprehensive review of terminology associated with measurement er­
rors. The importance of the subject lead to the publication of books by [Biemer et al., 1991], 
"Measurement Errors in Surveys", and, by [Lyberg et al., 1997], "Survey Measurement and 
Process Quality". [Fuller, 1995] adresses aspects of data analysis when the observations are 
subjected to measurement error. 
1.4 The National Resources Inventory 
Over the years, the United States (U.S.) government has supported the implementation of 
a variety of large-scale natural resource surveys. Some examples of them are the U.S. Forest 
Service's Forest Inventory and Analysis Program, the U.S. Geological Survey's National Water 
Quality Assessment Program, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) National 
Resources Inventory (NRI). In this dissertation, sample designs for quality monitoring and 
measurement error evaluation will be investigated within the context of large-scale longitudinal 
surveys, specifically the NRI. 
The NRI was carried out every five years from 1982 to 1997, and has been conducted 
annually since 2000. Its main goal is to provide an assessment of soil, water and related natural 
resources conditions over time on non-federal lands of United States. The NRI is conducted 
by the USDA's Natural Resources and Conservation Service (NRCS), in cooperation with the 
Iowa State University Center for Survey Statistics and Methodology. A historical overview of 
the NRI is found in [Nusser and Goebel, 1997]. 
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1.5 The Current NRI Sample Design 
Up through 1997, the NRI sample design was a stratified two stage area sample, carried out 
every five years. The NRI sample design incorporates features such as geographic dispersion 
and the ability to provide adequate sample sizes and units for estimates of longitudinal and 
level parameters. In a typical Public Land Survey County, strata are defined to be 2 mi x 
6 mi sections. An area segment corresponds to a quarter section of 0.5 mi x 0.5 mi or 160 
acres in size. Typically 2 segments are selected per stratum, but the rates may vary based 
on the heterogeneity of the landscape and domain considerations. In most segments, 3 points 
are selected using a restricted randomization design to disperse the points geographicaly. The 
Foundation NRI sample corresponds to the 1997 NRI survey and is composed of about 300,000 
area segments, and approximately 800,000 points. 
Research was conducted in order to implement the NRI on an annual basis from 2000 on 
([Breidt and Fuller, 1999]). The current NRI sample design is a two-phase supplemented panel 
design where the first phase is the Foundation sample. Starting in year 2000, samples from the 
Foundation sample are taken annually following a supplemented panel design, as ilustrated in 
Table 1.1. Approximately 40,000 Foundation area segments are revisited every year, referred 
to as the core panel. The core panel is supplemented with a rotation panel of roughly 30,000 
segments, called the rotation panel. A new rotation panel is selected from the Foundation each 
year. Eventually, rotation segments will cycle back into the survey. 







Years of Data Collection 
2000 2001 2002 2003 
P00 Core X X X X X 
P01 Rotation X X 
P02 Rotation X X 
P03 Rotation X X 
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1.6 Considerations about the NRI Measurement Process 
The National Resources Inventory (NRI) relies on a measurement protocol involving many 
steps. In its current form, most of the collected data come from photo interpretation, although 
occasionally data come from on-site evaluation. In this dissertation, the observations are 
assumed to be generated using remote sensing techniques only. Data collectors examine low-
altitute aerial photographs and other auxiliary resources such as topographic and soil maps, 
for the current and for a prior year. They then outline polygons that denote the boundaries of 
landscape features (e.g. water body, built-up land) in the area segment, and observe conditions 
(e.g. land cover, cropping practice, forest type) at each sample point. 
In the survey, it is possible to identify three major factors that influence the measurement 
process: the object under observation, the instrument (or collection of instruments) used to 
make the observation, and the observer. In the NRI, the objects under observation are typically 
features in an area segment or conditions at a point. The instruments include the photo and 
auxiliary maps, while the observer is a data gatherer. In order to have a more comprehensive 
understanding of the nature of measurement error in the NRI, it is relevant to understand the 
role of each one of these three factors in the measurement process. As a point of reference for 
discussing these roles, two characteristics on the land are considered: the land cover/use for 
a point, and the area for a feature in the segment. In addition, we assume the perspective of 
evaluating these characteristics at a given point in time. 
Consider first the role of the object under observation, an area segment. It is reasonable to 
assume that the landscape in the segment has an impact on the measurement process. As an 
example, suppose the land in question is cropland. It is known that if the observation is made 
by interpreting a photographic image taken at early stages of the crop growing season, it is 
not a simple task to identify the land as cultivated with corn or soybean. This suggests that, 
because of its nature (if an area segment is a cropland or noncropland), some observational 
units may be harder to measure than others. The research conducted in this dissertation 
considers landscape characteristics at the sample design stage. 
The second factor is the photographic image and other auxiliary resources. A low-altitude 
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image is acquired from an airplane. Factors such as camera quality and the atmospheric 
conditions lead to different levels of the image quality. Even a good photograph can be difficult 
to interpret due to differences in the quality and appearance of the current and prior years 
images, positional mismatches with auxiliary maps, or the obscuring of features boundaries as 
a result of shadows. A potentially large source of error occurs for rotation segments because 
the quality of the prior year (1997) image is very poor compared to the quality of images 
obtained since 2000. Thus, panel type is considered as a feature in this dissertation's sample 
design investigations. 
The last factor is the observer, who interprets the available imagery and auxiliary re­
sources. In this interpretation process, the experience of the technician has an impact on the 
observations. For the purpose of photo interpretation, the technician has access to available 
information from past surveys regarding the location under observation and it is critical to 
relocate the points where they have been previously observed. Further, some features can be 
very challenging to assess. Because data collection is a difficult process, the more experienced 
the data collector, the more accurate the observations tend to be. In this dissertation, data 
gatherer experience is considered in designs to monitor the data collection process. 
1.7 Quality Monitoring Procedures in Prior NRI Surveys 
Data quality monitoring procedures in prior NRI surveys have relied on ad hoc methods. In 
the past, NRI data have been collected by USD A employees, most recently organized through 
18 Inventory Coordination and Collection Sites. Each of these sites has a supervisor to oversee 
data collection. Supervisors are trained in remote sensing and natural resource science, but 
are generally not trained in survey methods. Supervisors are expected to implement a quality 
monitoring plan, but past experiences indicated that the effectiveness of monitoring plans and 
the degree to which data gatherers are reviewed varied widely across data collection sites. The 
research described in this dissertation on alternative quality monitoring designs for longitudinal 
surveys was motivated by the desire to implement a formal monitoring procedure for the 
NRI. The goals were to create a procedure that could be uniformly implemented across data 
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collection sites via the computer-assisted data collection system for NRI surveys, and that 
take into account prior information on the propensity for area segments to be subject to 
measurement errors. 
1.8 Prior NRI Quality Evaluation Study 
A quality evaluation study has not been conducted since the 1982 NRI. [Francisco, 1986] 
describe the quality evaluation study for the 1982 NRI in which the properties of measurement 
error of that survey are investigated. Altogether, 3426 area segments were selected for the 
study accordingly to a stratified two-stage sample design. Each state was stratified based on 
cropland acreage and amount of conservation operations technical assistance funds received 
between 1978 and 1981. Inside each stratum, counties were systematically selected, and for 
each selected county, a number of area segments (six, eight or ten, depending on what region the 
state was located) was chosen. Estimation of measurement error contribution to the variance 
of estimates were obtained based on the measurement error model given by 
Co • Yhjl = Vhjl "t" ehjU (1-4) 
where Yhji is the value for the variable of interest Y observed at area segment j at stratum h, 
for category of land use I. yhji is the true value of the variable of interest Y associated with area 
segment hjl, and e^ji are random error terms assumed to be independent with Eç0(e^ji) = 0 
and E^0(e^ -j) = The problem of designing a sample for measurement error evaluation, 
addresssed in Chapter 3, is motivated by the need to incorporate quality evaluation studies in 
future NRI surveys. 
1.9 A Measurement Error Model for the NRI Measurement Process 
Given the major factors described in Section 1.6 and the way they may influence the 
measurement process, a measurement error model is postulated. Let Q\ be a finite set of levels 
of experience of a data gatherer. Let Qi be a finite set of distinct types of area segments to be 
observed. It should be noted that given the area segment, historical information is available, 
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although its recency depends on whether the area segment is part of the core panel (last year's 
survey) or the rotation panel (1997 survey). Define yk to be the true value of the variable of 
interest y for the kth area segment. Let Yjk denote the observed value of the variable of interest 
y measured at area segment k by the jth data gatherer. Assuming a linear additive model, Yjk 
may be expressed as a function of %/&, given by 
£l ' = Vk Dj + Cjfc, (1-5) 
where the Dj is a random effect of the jth data collector and e.jk is a random term due to the 
measurement error associated with the observation of the kth area segment, measured by the 
jth data gatherer. Model assumes the random terms are uncorrelated among themselves 
and between them, with 
D j  ~ ( h d ,  o-gj, if data gatherer j has level of experience g \  € Si, 
and 
ejk ~ (0, <7g2), if area segment k belongs to category <72 6 
These assumptions reflect the belief that data gatherer experience, the type of area segment 
and the recency historical information have an effect on the variance of the measurement error. 
The set Q2 is assumed to be composed of four types of area segments defined by the presence 
of cropland and panel membership: a type 1 area segment belongs to the core part of the sample 
and is classified as cropland; a type 2 area segment belongs to the core part of the sample and 
is classified as noncropland; a type 3 area segment belongs to the rotation part of the sample 
and is classified as cropland, while a type 4 area segment belongs to the rotation part of the 
sample and is classified as noncropland. Based on these different types of area segments, the 
variance of the terms is given by 
Var^j (ejk) — o{ , if segment k is type 1 
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= o\ , if segment k is type 2 
= erf , if segment k is type 3 
= a\ , if segment k is type 4. 
The investigation of sample designs conducted in Chapter 2 rely on the postulated model 
£i. The sample design developed in Chapter 3 considers a simplified version of model £i, with 
the assumption that hd = 0 and agi — 0, leading to a measurement error model equivalent to 
£o used in the 1982 NRI quality evaluation study. 
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CHAPTER 2. Sample Design for Monitoring the Data Collection 
Process of Large-scale Longitudinal Surveys 
2.1 Designing a Sample for Quality Monitoring Purposes 
In any survey of large scale, selecting specific units for systematic checking during the data 
collection process is an integral part of a data quality monitoring plan. Since at this stage 
there is no statistical inference involved, the use of ad hoc or systematic sample designs for the 
inspection of the quality of the data collected is not uncommon. There are instances, however, 
in which the use of a probabilistic sample design is more advantageous. This is particularly the 
case when dealing with longitudinal surveys. In such studies, the collection of data over time 
offers important information that can be used to improve forthcoming surveys. It also may 
provide the means to design an efficient probability sample for quality monitoring. Among 
the advantages of using a probabilistic approach are that it is an objective way of selecting 
units for quality inspection and it provides a predictable degree of control over sample rates. 
The goal of this paper is to investigate designs for monitoring the data collection process in 
large-scale longitudinal surveys. In particular, the properties and feasibility of several classes 
of statistical sample designs will be investigated. 
In large-scale longitudinal surveys, the data collection process is carried out by data gath­
erers who are responsible for collecting information on each one of an assigned set of sampling 
units. For this reason, each data gatherer can be viewed as a data 'producer' where the order 
in which the sampling units are observed is the 'stream' of the 'produced' data. Based on this 
fact, the sample designs for quality monitoring considered in this paper, are applied to each 
data gatherer separately. 
Under the quality monitoring context, there is interest in selecting sampling units with 
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higher potential to contain errors at a higher rate. Characteristics of the object under obser­
vation (sample unit), the instruments and auxiliary information used to collect the data, and 
the characteristics of the observer (data gatherer) all affect the propensity for measurement 
errors. 
With the availability of historical information, it is possible to identify sampling units that 
are more likely to experience errors in data collection. The identified characteristics of the 
sampling units that may explain any difference in their propensity for errors are referred to in 
this paper as error risk factors. 
In order to increase the chances of selecting units with higher propensity to induce errors, 
first order inclusion probabilities should be related to the degree of difficulty of observing the 
sampling units. This can be achieved by building inclusion probabilities that are proportional 
to a function of the identified error risk factors. Such a function is typically referred to as a 
'size variable' in the survey literature. 
In addition to considering risk factors, it is preferable that the rule for selecting the sampling 
units for monitoring should not be evident to data gatherers so that they do not change their 
behavior in response to the inspection process. A design satisfying this feature will be referred 
to in this paper as a design that satisfies pattern-recognition constraints. 
Other factors may be important in creating a design. For example, new data gatherers are 
generally more prone to making mistakes. Data quality problems may also be more frequent 
at the beginning and end of the data collection process since at the begining stage, the data 
gatherers are getting familiar with the measurement process, and, at the end, survey time 
constraints may lead them to make more mistakes. 
The idea of analyzing a sample with respect to pattern-recognition constraints, the use 
of a size variable, and the inclusion of other factors in a design, are the building blocks for 
assembling and evaluating a quality monitoring sample design. In practice, the final sample 
design should take into account the specific survey context. Once a set of error risk factors 
has been identified, a question may arise as to whether to use factors in stratification or 
in building the size variable. Sometimes, the nature of the error risk factor does not allow 
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to use it as a stratification variable but it is possible to use it in the size variable building 
process. This is the case when it is not possible to identify the value of the error risk factor 
associated to the sampling unit before the sampling unit itself is observed. The number of 
warnings issued by an editing software associated with a given sampled unit is an example 
of such an error risk factor. On the other hand, if an error risk factor can be used for both 
stratification and the size variable, the choice should be made keeping in mind that the factors 
used for stratification are those for which one wants to guarantee the observation of sampling 
units with that characteristic. However, if the intention is to increase the chance of observing 
a sampling unit with a given characteristic, the error risk factor defining the characteristic 
should be used to build a size variable. 
2.2 Building First-order Inclusion Probabilities 
Given a size variable, a sampling scheme should be chosen such that the resulting sample 
design satisfies pattern-recognition constraints. In order to formally explore the building pro­
cess of a size variable and its use under a sampling scheme, the following notation is introduced. 
Let U = {1,2,N} be the set of indices of the population units. Assume q error risk factors 
are identified and let X = {1,2,..., q} be the set of their indices. Further, define Rik > 0 as the 
value of the risk factor i variable assigned to sampling unit & in a data gatherer's data stream. 
Once the values of Rik are available for every i 6 I, and each sampling unit k, a function 
is needed that combines these values in an appropriate way. In this paper, a multiplicative 
function will be used, generating a size variable A&, as follows: 
Afc = II-Rifc- (2-1) 
iei 
Using (2.1), the magnitude of the value Rik has interpretation such that if Rtk is twice the 
value of Rik1, (k ^ k'), then the sampling unit k has twice as much weight in the size variable 
composition as sampling unit k'. 
Based on A&, a scaled size variable pk, where 
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Pk =  A f c / A ,  w h e r e  A  =  ^  A f c ,  ( 2 . 2 )  
keu 
is defined. It should be noted that the use of pk as a size variable is restricted by the fact 
that the value of A& (i.e., Rik) must be known for all sampling units of the population under 
study before the implementation of the quality monitoring sample design. Alternatively, it is 
possible to use an estimate pk based on historical information available in longitudinal surveys. 
Since the inclusion probabilities should be proportional to Ak, the higher the value of A&, 
the higher the chances of selecting sampling unit k for quality inspection. The next step is to 
choose a sample scheme that links the values of the inclusion probabilities to the size variable 
A k, for every k Ç.U. 
2.3 Alternative Designs 
Three sample designs are suggested as potential candidates for application: Poisson sam­
pling with probability proportional to size (POI), systematic sampling with probability pro­
portional to size (SYS/PPS), and one sampling unit-per-wave sampling with probability pro­
portional to size design (1PW/PPS). A brief description of the sample schemes related to each 
sample design is presented next. 
2.3.1 Poisson Sampling (POI) 
The sample scheme that generates a Poisson sampling design is a generalization of the 
sample scheme that generates a Bernoulli sampling design. In a Bernoulli design, each element 
of the population has the same first order inclusion probability while in a Poisson design, the 
inclusion probabilities may vary. 
Let 7ifc denote the first order inclusion probability for sampling unit k. Under the Poisson 
scheme, = nopk for every k 6W, where no is the expected sample size. Further, if for each k, 
ek denotes an independent random variable with uniform distribution on (0,1), then sampling 
unit k is selected for inspection if < 7T&. 
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One advantage of the Poisson scheme is its practicality for in-stream monitoring. Its 
implementation can be done each time a sampling unit is available from the data collection 
process of a given data gatherer. Also, by its nature, this scheme is expected to generate a 
sample that satisfies pattern-recognition constraints. One disadvantage, however is that under 
the Poisson scheme, the sample size ns is a random variable. Its expectation and variance are 
respectively given by 
Ep(ns) = ^  Tr k  = n 0  ^2 p k  = n0; (2.3) 
fcetv keu 
Varp(ns) = ^ nk{l - nk) = n0(l - n0 ^ Pk)- (2.4) 
k£U k£LA 
Since ns is a random variable, an undesired potential side effect of this scheme is the 
possibility that no sample unit is selected for inspection or that too many units are selected 
relative to available resources. Further, no control can be exerted over the sampling process 
for a data gatherer. 
2.3.2 Systematic Sampling with Probability Proportional to Size (SYS/PPS) 
The systematic sampling with PPS scheme was originally proposed by [Madow, 1949] and 
modified by [Goodman and Kish, 1950]. Under a systematic with PPS sample design, TÏ> = npk 
for every k EU, where n is the desired sample size. Denote a cumulative total size variable as 




Let d = Pk and e be a single realization from an uniform distribution on (0,d). Then, on 
keu 
the r th draw, sampling unit k is selected for quality inspection whenever Tk-\ < e + (r — l)d < 
Tfc, for r = 1,2, ...n. 
Among the advantages of this scheme are the fact that the sample is spread along the data 
gatherer's data stream, its implementation is simple, and pattern-recognition characteristics 
are likely to be better than an equal probability systematic sample. However, a disadvantage 
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is the fact that a sampling unit can be selected more than once, especially if the sampling rate 
is high or the pk vary greatly. 
2.3.3 A One Unit-per-wave Sampling with Probability 
Proportional to Size (1PW/PPS) 
In order to select a quality monitoring sample of size n, the data stream of a data gatherer 
n 
is partitioned into n waves of sizes ATi, AT2, ...,Nn such that Ni = N. Then, for each wave, 
i=l 
a sample of size one is selected with probability proportional to A&. Under this scheme, if 
W, = {1,2,..., Ni} denote the set of indices for wave i, then 7r^ = ( J2 A*)-1Afc, for every 
fceWj 
k e Wi. 
One advantage of this scheme is that the sample is spread across an individual's data 
stream according to the wave definitions. Also, this scheme is expected to generate a sample 
that satisfies pattern-recognition constraints. 
2.4 Assessment of Pattern-recognition Constraints 
The assessment of any sample scheme with respect to pattern-recognition constraints is an 
important aspect of choosing a design for the quality monitoring of a data collection process. 
Assume that the desired sample size for quality inspection is large enough to allow the detection 
of a systematic pattern. In order to objectively evaluate these situations, the first order 
differences of the ranks of the collected units is considered. The rank of the collected units is 
defined as the order in which the information regarding sampling units are available from the 
data collection process. 
Let di denote the difference (distance) between the ranks of the (i + l) th and the i th sampled 
units (i = 1,2, ...n — 1). Then for any sample S of size n, define 
and 
n—1 





A(S) = \ (n - 2)-i 5] [4 - (2.7) 
i=i 
as the intersample mean distance and the intersample standard deviation of the distances of 
sample S, respectively. 
The intersample mean distance may be interpreted as a measure of the average distance 
between sampled units if they were to be described as equally spaced apart. The intersample 
standard deviation is a measure of the variability of the distances between sampled units. 
In this paper, it is interpreted as a measure of the degree to which the pattern-recognition 
constraint is satisfied. For a given sample, the closer its value is to zero, the more equally 
spaced are the sampled points. In particular, if a given sample So is composed of every m th 
unit, A (So) assumes value 0 and $(%) takes on the value m. Larger values of the intersample 
standard deviation (A) may be generated by irregular sampling patterns, or by intersample 
distance outliers. 
2.5 Sample Design Assessment for Quality Monitoring: Application to 
The National Resources Inventory 
2.5.1 Survey Setting 
A sample design assessment study was conducted to investigate the performance of the 
designs suggested for data quality inspection. The results of this study contributed to the 
formulation of the 2003 NRI quality control sample design. 
The corresponding sample schemes under study were applied to the available data set 
from the 2001 NRI sample. At the time the study was conducted, Alaska, Washington D.C. 
(District of Columbia), Guam, Northern Marianas (Pacific Islands) and Caribbean presented 
high percentages of area segments that had not been completed and therefore, information 
from these states are omitted from the study. 
The 2001 NRI sample data set used in this study contains information on 72,090 area 
segments, collected by 340 data gatherers. Approximately 44% of the data gatherers collected 
information from at most 100 area segments and were shorter-term employees. Only 10% of 
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the data gatherers in the data set collected information on more than 500 area segments (See 
Table 2.1). On average, each data gatherer collected information on 212 area segments, with 
standard deviation of 268. The minimum number of area segments collected by a data gatherer 
is 2 and the maximum, 2730. 
Table 2.1 Frequency Distribution of Segments Collected by Data Gatherers 
Number of Absolute Relative 
segments frequency frequency 
(%) 
2-50 86 25.29 
51-100 64 18.82 
101-200 69 20.29 
201-300 48 14.12 
301-500 39 11.47 
501- 34 10.00 
The following variables are included in the record for a given area segment: 
• Area segment identification; 
• Data gatherer who collected on the segment; 
• Prior survey experience of the data gatherer; 
• Rank of data collection for the specified data gatherer (using first check-out time); 
• Rotation or core sample indicator; 
• Indicator of serious error detected; 
• Total number of error warnings detected. 
2.5.2 Determining the Size Variable 
The sample designs considered by the study have selection probabilities proportional to 
factors identified by NRI experts as being potentially related to the presence of errors in a 
sampling unit. 
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The first error risk factor (i?i) is based on information from a data checking process ex­
ecuted by the NRI Data Review System. A serious error is an error that indicates a major 
inconsistency in the data for a segment. If a serious error was issued for a given area segment, 
this area segment is assumed to have a higher potential to contain errors in the measurement 
process. It is also possible for a sampling unit to have no serious error, but several minor errors 
or warning messages, which is viewed as having some error potential, but probably less than 
if a serious error message was triggered. Based on these considerations, the following values 
were assigned to this factor: 
The rotation factor ( R 2 )  is related to the type of sample unit: rotation or core segment. 
This distinction is important as the quality of historical imagery used in the measurement 
process of a rotation segment may be inferior when compared to the quality historical imagery 
used in the measurement process of a core segment. Based on this fact, segments belonging 
to the core part of the sample are assumed to have less potential to present errors. Therefore, 
the values assigned to this factor were: 
The timing factor (R3)  assumes that the segments observed at the beginning or the end 
of the data collection tend to be more error-prone than the others. The reasoning behind this 
assertion is that in the begining, there exists a warming up period in which data gatherers are 
getting familiar with the measurement task. Hence, the values assigned to this risk factor were: 
2 if at least one serious error 
Rik — 1.5 if no serious error, but at least 10 minor errors and/or warnings 
1 if neither of above apply 
1.5 if segment belongs to rotation panel 
R?k = 
1 if segment belongs to core panel 
I 2 if segment is one of the first twenty collected 
R:\k = < 
1 if otherwise 
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The increased chance of error that occurs at the end of the data collection process is 
considered in Section 2.7. 
The data gatherer experience (JZ4) may also be a factor, assuming that the more experience 
a data gatherer has, the less potential there is for errors. This factor will be considered in 
Section 2.7. 
The value of was calculated as suggested previously: Xk — RikRikRzk • 
Define ^ Aj, where index j indicates the j th data gatherer and Uj represents the 
keUj 
set of segments collected by data gatherer j. For the simulation, since data collected for each 
data gatherer is available, the value of the scaled size variable for unit k collected by data 
gatherer j can be calculated: 
pkj = for each k £Uj. (2.8) 
The first order inclusion probabilities were calculated based on an overall expected sample 
fraction of 0.04 (4%), or 2884 segments for the whole sample. It should be noted that in an 
equal probability sample design, it would be expected to inspect 4 for every 100 segments. 
Seventeen percent (17%) of the 2001 NRI data set sample units have serious errors, while 
fifty six percent (56%) are of the rotation type. Also, 5% of the sample units have at least 10 
minor errors and/or warnings. Based on the values assigned to the error risk factors used on 
the size variable composition for Poisson and systematic designs, it is expected that twenty six 
percent (26%) of the sampling units selected for inspection contain serious errors, while sixty 
three percent (63%) are of the rotation type. 
2.5.3 Simulation Design 
In order to investigate the performance of each sample design, a Monte Carlo simulation 
with 100 replicates was implemented. In each Monte Carlo run, a quality monitoring sample 
was taken from each data gatherer's stream using the 2001 NRI data set. Using traditional 
notation, let Uj = {1,2, ...Nj} denote the set of primary sampling units collected by data 
gatherer j. A set of size variables {pkj : k G Uj} is defined for each data gatherer j as a 
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function of the factors discussed on Section 2.5.2. The stream of sample units for a data 
gatherer is ordered by the first check out time. A Poisson sample scheme was implemented as 
outlined in Section 2.3.1, using the size variable pk described in Section 2.5.2 , for each data 
gatherer. In order to achieve the 4% overall sample fraction target, an expected sample fraction 
of 4% per data gatherer was set. The same was done for systematic sampling with probability 
proportional to size scheme (Section 2.1.2). In order to implement a sample by the proposed 
one unit-per-wave sampling with probability proportional to size scheme (Section 2.3.3), the 
population consisting of all segments collected by the data gatherer under consideration was 
partitioned in disjoint waves, according to the order that was used to complete data collection 
(see Table 2.2). In each wave, a sample of size one is selected using a probability proportional 
to size scheme, as discussed previously. After the 60th segment, the scheme selects one among 
each 50 consecutive segments for inspection. 
Table 2.2 Rules for Forming Waves 
Wave (i) Rank order of Ni 
data collection 
1 from 1 to 5 5 
2 from 6 to 10 5 
3 from 11 to 20 10 
4 from 21 to 40 20 
5 from 41 to 60 20 
i = 6,... from 61 on 50 
In each simulation run for a given design, the actual sample size, sample fraction, pro­
portion of sampled units with serious error warning issued, proportion of sampled units of 
the rotation type, the intersample mean of the sampled units and the intersample standard 
deviation of sampled units were calculated for each data gatherer. To summarize the outcome 
for a simulation run for each design, basic descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, 
minimum and maximum) were calculated across data gatherers for each of these performance 
measures. Finally, a single set of summary statistics (average, standard deviation, minimum 
and maximum) across simulation runs were generated for each design. 
Let dpj be the performance measure of a given design for data gatherer j in simulation run 
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p .  Let N f >  be the number of data gatherers for whom a quality monitoring sample was taken. 
For each simulation run p, the following summary measures were calculated: 
rrip = min 6p] ; 
Mp = max 9pj. 
For each of these four summary measures, the simulation performance across the 100 repli­
cates was summarized using the mean (average), the standard deviation, the minimum and 
the maximum descriptive statistics. 
2.5.4 Performance Evaluation 
2.5.4.1 Poisson Design 
The mean overall sample fraction for the entire sample (across all data gatherers), was 0.04 
with standard deviation 0.0007. Regarding the total sample size, on average, this number was 
3071.34, with standard deviation of 48.70. 
In order to investigate the variability of the observed sample size per data gatherer under the 
Poisson design, descriptive statistics related to the sample sizes and sample fractions observed 
for each data gatherer were recorded. The results are shown in Table 2.3. 
It can be seen that on average, the Poisson design yielded a mean sample fraction per data 
gatherer of 0.06, with standard deviation 0.003. As for the sample size, on average, 10 units 
per data gatherer were selected for inspection. Looking at Table 2.4, it can be seen that on 
average, using the Poisson design resulted in approximately 24 data gatherers (out of 340) with 
no sample taken (sample size is zero). In addition, Table 2.5 shows that, on average, the mean 
of the total collected segments for those data gatherers with no sample size was approximately 
28 and on average, the maximum total of collected segments was approximately 80. Also, in 
1/2 
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Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
Average S.D. Min Max 
Mean (9p) 9.59 0.20 9.13 10.28 
Sample S.D. (g„) 11.21 0.40 10.29 12.40 
Size per Min (mp) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DG Max (Mp) 107.930 10.82 87.00 137.00 
Mean (dp) 0.060 0.003 0.051 0.064 
Sample S.D. (S„) 0.070 0.010 0.030 0.100 
Fraction Min (mp) 0.009 0.002 0.004 0.015 
per DG Max (Mp) 0.800 0.240 0.250 1.000 
Table 2.4 Number of Data Gatherers with no Sample Size Drawn 
Performance Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
measure Average S.D. Min Max 
Number of DG with no sample 23.96 4.31 14 39 
at least one simulation, a maximum of 203 segments were collected by the unsampled data 
gatherers. 
The composition of the quality monitoring samples was also evaluated. Table 2.6 shows 
that, on average, 28% of sampled units per data gatherer contained serious errors and 61% of 
the sampled units belongs to the rotation panel. These numbers are consistent with the ex­
pected values described in Section 2.5.2, and indicate oversampling with respect to population 
figures in Section 2.5.2. 
Although the sampling fraction for the entire sample was very consistently 4%, the simu­
lation has shown a significant number of data gatherers with no sample size drawn in practice. 
Table 2.5 Total Number of Segments for Data Gatherers with no Sample 
Drawn 
Performance Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
measure summary Average S.D. Min Max 
Number of Mean (0P) 28.14 4.93 13.67 40.18 
segments Max (Mp) 79.86 26.90 41 203 
per DG Min (mp) 3.49 2.61 2 17 
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This fact led to the exclusion of this sample design as a potential candidate for use in practice. 
Table 2.6 Simulation Results for Poisson Design 
Risk factor Per simulation Simulation Descriptive Statistics 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
At least one Mean (9 p )  0.28 0.011 0.25 0.31 
serious error S.D. (Sp) 0.22 0.005 0.21 0.24 
Belongs to Mean (6 p )  0.61 0.01 0.59 0.63 
rotation panel S.D. (Sp) 0.21 0.006 0.19 0.23 
2.5.4.2 Systematic Sample with PPS Design 
A total of 3064 sampling units were selected, corresponding to an overall sample fraction 
of 4%. On average, 9 sampling units per data gatherer were selected for inspection with a 
standard deviation of 10.74. This correspondes to an approximate sample fraction of 5% per 
data gatherer (with standard deviation 5%). The small difference with the prescribed 4% 
sample fraction value may be due to rounding the sample size values for the next integer for 
each data gatherer. 
Table 2.7 Simulation Results for Systematic with PPS Design 
Risk factor Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
At least one Mean (0P) 0.27 0.01 0.26 0.31 
serious error S.D. (%,) 0.28 0.008 0.25 0.30 
Belongs to Mean (0P) 0.61 0.01 0.59 0.63 
rotation panel S.D. (Sp) 0.28 0.006 0.267 0.294 
Table 2.7 shows that, under the systematic with PPS design, on average, 27% of the sampled 
units per data gatherer contained serious error and 61% of the sampled units belongs to the 
rotation panel. These numbers are consistent with the expected values described in section 
2.5.2. and indicate oversampling with respect to population values described in Section 2.5.2. 
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2.5.4.3 One Unit-per-wave Design 
Altogether, a total of 2809 area segments were selected for inspection, corresponding to 
an overall sample fraction of 3.9%. On average, 8.26 sampling units per data gatherer were 
selected for inspection, with standard deviation of 5.64. This corresponds to a sample fraction 
of 8% per data gatherer (with standard deviation 7%). It should be noted that the wave sizes 
for this design were determined expecting to achieve only the overall sample fraction target of 
4%. No further expectation regarding sample fraction per data gatherer was made. 
Table 2.8 Simulation Results for One Unit-per-wave with PPS Design 
Risk factor Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
At least one Mean (9 p )  0.27 0.01 0.26 0.29 
serious error S.D. (S„) 0.23 0.01 0.22 0.25 
Belongs to Mean (6 p )  0.62 0.01 0.60 0.64 
rotation panel S.D. (S„) 0.24 0.005 0.23 0.26 
Based on Table 2.8, under the one unit-per-wave with PPS design, on average, 27% of 
the selected segments contained serious errors and 62% belonged to the rotation panel. These 
numbers are consistent with the expected values described in Section 2.5.2. and indicate over-
sampling with respect to the population figures in Section 2.5.2. 
2.5.5 Evaluation of Pattern-recognition Constraints 
The simulation performance of the Poisson, systematic with PPS and one unit-per-wave 
PPS designs with respect to the satisfaction of pattern-recognition contraints were also ana­
lyzed. After each Monte Carlo run, basic descriptive statistics per data gatherer related to the 
intersample mean distance (equation 2.7) and intersample standard deviation distance (equa­
tion 2.8) variables were recorded and summarized using the approach outlined in Section 2.5.4. 
The results are summarized in Table 2.9 and Table 2.10. 
On average, all designs have a mean intersample mean distance around 20 segments. This 
means that, if the selection of units had been equally spaced apart, on average, every 20th unit 
would be selected for inspection. 
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Table 2.9 Comparison of Sample Designs Based on satisfaction of Pat­
tern-recognition Constraints for Intersample Mean Distance ($) 
Per simulation Sample Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Design Average S.D. Min Max 
POI 20.41 0.54 19.24 21.59 
Mean (0p) SYS/PPS 22.25 0.10 21.97 22.56 
1PW/PPS 20.55 0.07 20.42 20.72 
POI 11.31 1.05 9.41 14.72 
S.D. (S„) SYS/PPS 3.75 0.01 3.40 4.03 
1PW/PPS 11.06 0.05 10.95 11.20 
POI 1.02 0.11 1 2 
Min (mp) SYS/PPS 10.33 0.57 9.5 12 
1PW/PPS 1.82 0.83 1 3.5 
POI 86.64 24.00 50 186 
Max (Mp) SYS/PPS 30.38 1.36 27.67 33 
1PW/PPS 46.85 0.11 46.64 47.05 
The systematic with PPS design tends to have, on average, a low intersample standard 
deviation (5.46) per data gatherer, compared to the Poisson (18.76) and the one-per-wave 
(15.39) designs. For all three designs, Table 2.10 shows that, the minimum observed value 
among Monte Carlo replicates of the minimum intersample standard deviation per data gath­
erer is zero. This means that, in at least one Monte Carlo replicate, there was at least one 
data gatherer with a quality monitoring sample with equally spaced samples. In order to fur­
ther investigate this case, the Monte Carlo simulation percentiles of the minimum value of A 
across data gatherers was recorded. The results are shown in Table 2.11. In addition, results 
concerning the number of samples with A = 0 in each Monte Carlo replicate was recorded. 
The results are shown in Table 2.12. 
Table 2.11 shows that for at least one data gatherer, a quality monitoring sample with 
zero intersample standard deviation distance (A — 0) was generated in 50% of the Monte 
Carlo runs for Poisson and one-per-wave designs while this was rarer for the systemetic PPS 
design. Information in Table 2.12, on the other hand, shows that, for any design, on average, 
only one to five data gatherers had the corresponding quality monitoring sample with A = 0, 
indicating that this happens in only a few cases. Under the one unit-per-wave design, these 
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Table 2.10 Comparison of Sample Designs Based on Satisfaction of Pat­
tern-recognition Constraints for Intersample Standard Devia­
tion Distance (A) 
Per simulation Sample Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Design Average S.D. Min Max 
POI 18.76 0.63 16.91 20.38 
Mean (0p) SYS/PPS 5.46 0.07 5.29 5.59 
1PW/PPS 15.39 0.17 14.78 15.87 
POI 10.86 0.90 8.19 13.31 
S.D. (S„) SYS/PPS 2.14 0.07 1.94 2.32 
1PW/PPS 8.46 0.16 8.01 8.80 
POI 0.19 0.33 0 1.26 
Min (mp) SYS/PPS 1.17 0.56 0 2.12 
1PW/PPS 0.13 0.26 0 0.71 
POI 74.04 18.74 39.78 142.13 
Max (Mp) SYS/PPS 16.02 1.48 13.05 19.01 
1PW/PPS 32.76 1.84 30.14 40.80 
data gatherers have collected a reasonable small number of area segments (on average, 16), 
with correspond^ small monitoring sample sizes, increasingly the potential for A = 0. On the 
other hand, under the Poisson and the systematic with PPS designs, the few data gatherers 
with quality monitoring sample with A = 0 collected, on average, as many as 50 and 70 
area segments, respectively. The monitoring sample sizes for these data gatherers is small, 
increasing the chances for A = 0. 
2.6 Summary of Simulation Results 
A study consisting of a Monte Carlo simulation for each class of sample design under 
investigation was conducted. The sample designs were evaluated based on the objectives of 
furnishing a predictable degree of control over sample rates, selection of error-prone sampling 
units at a higher rate, and satisfaction of pattern-recognition constraints. 
The results have pointed out that the Poisson with PPS design selects high risk sampling 
units at a higher rate while satisfying pattern-recognition constraints. However, it was evident 
that the Poisson design does not provide the necessary level of control over sample rates for 
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Table 2.11 Monte Carlo Percentiles of the Min. of A by Sample Design 
Percentiles Sample Designs 
POI SYS/PPS 1PW/PPS 
100% (Max) 1.26 2.12 0.71 
99% 1.21 2.07 0.71 
95% 0.71 1.86 0.71 
90% 0.71 1.76 0.64 
75% (Q3) 0.58 1.54 0 
50% (Median) 0 1.41 0 
25% (Ql) 0 0.71 0 
10% 0 0.029 0 
5% 0 0 0 
1% 0 0 0 
0% 0 0 0 
a quality monitoring sample, as there was no sample taken for inspection for several data 
gatherers at the simulation study. 
Concerning the systematic with PPS sample design, the results have shown that it selects 
error-prone sampling units at a higher rate and under a predictable degree of control over the 
sample rates. However, it was clear that, compared with the other designs, the systematic 
sample approach has poorer performance regarding pattern-recognition constraints properties. 
Finally, the results have shown that the one unit-per-wave with PPS design provides the 
means for selecting more error-prone units at a higher rate while satisfying pattern-recognition 
constraints. It also provides a predictable degree of control of sample rates as a function of the 
number of waves used for sampling. However, on all designs, without formal assignments of 
data gatherers to segments, it is not possible to calculate or even estimate very easily. The 
one unit-per-wave design presents the best situation. However, if waves are large, a sizable 
number of sample units could still be caught in a "waiting" state while accumulating the full 
set of completed sample units, which slows down the post-processing step when condicting a 
survey. 
Since the one-per-wave PPS design has shown satisfactory performance during this study, 
efforts were made to improve its performance and practicality of implementation. The resulting 
sample design is introduced and discussed in the next section. 
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Table 2.12 Number of Data Gatherers with Samples Generating A = 0 
and, the Mean and Maximum of the Total Number of Segments 
Collected by These Data Gatherers 
Performance Sample Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
measures Design Runs Average S.D. Min Max 
Number of DG POI 74 1.77 0.91 1 5 
samples with SYS/PPS 10 1 0 1 1 
A = 0 1PW/PPS 79 2.06 0.99 1 5 
Mean POI 74 48.65 35.65 3 240 
number of SYS/PPS 10 69.2 1.93 68 74 
segments 1PW/PPS 79 15.68 2.63 12 23.34 
Max POI 74 59.44 38.63 3 240 
number of SYS/PPS 10 69.20 1.93 68 74 
segments 1PW/PPS 79 17.79 5.09 12 39 
2.7 A Quality Monitoring Sample Design for Large-scale 
Longitudinal Surveys 
2.7.1 Overview 
In order to improve the performance and implementation of the one-per-wave PPS ap­
proach, a stratified two-stage structure is incorporated into the design. This is done by divid­
ing waves into smaller clusters of sampling units, and at the beginning of the wave, selecting a 
cluster to be held for selecting a sampling unit for quality monitoring. This will support quality 
monitoring sample selection without retaining a large number of sampling units belonging to 
a given wave. 
A second change was made in order to implement different sample rates for data gatherers 
depending on their levels of experience (error risk factor R^). The first set of waves for 
inexperienced data gatherers are smaller and more numerous so that initial sampling rates 
are higher for new data gatherers. In addition, this design included an increased selection rate 
(smaller waves) at the end of the data collection process. 
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2.7.2 One Unit-per-wave Two-stage PPS Sample (1PW2/PPS) 
Assume the population of segments completed by a data gatherer is partitioned into waves 
such that Nh is the population size of wave h. Let the population inside each wave be parti­
tioned into clusters of a fixed number of sampling units Nhc- Assume Nh = DhN^c + r, where 
Dh is the number of size-formed clusters inside wave h and r (r < Nhc) is the number of 
sampling units in the last cluster. 
The total number of clusters in the wave is Mh = Dh or Mh = Dh + 1 depending on 
r = 0or0<r< Nflc, respectively. A cluster from the Mh clusters is selected with equal 
probability. Let Chi represent the index set of sampling units composing the ith selected cluster 
in stratum h. Then, for each k € Chu select a sampling unit for inspection with probability 
•Kk\chi = ( 53 Afc)-1Afc. The first order inclusion probability of sampling unit k in stratum h, fce chi 
under this scheme, is given by 7rfc = ^chi^k\chii where -Kchi is the probability of selecting cluster 
i in wave h at the first stage. 
2.7.3 Simulation Design 
A one unit-per-wave two-stage sample scheme was applied to each data gatherer's stream 
using the same data set used in the preliminary study. The design considered was that ulti­
mately used for the 2003 NRI quality monitoring process. A target sampling rate of 4% for 
the entire NRI survey was considered. The waves for each data gatherer were defined using 
two error risk factors, the timing of the data collection effort and data gatherer experience. 
The size of Nh is smaller at the beginning and end of the data collection effort to increase 
sampling rates for these times. In addition, waves for the first 100 segments are smaller for 
inexperienced data gatherers than they are for experienced data gatherers. 
Waves with 10 or fewer area segments are defined to have only one cluster. Waves with 
more than 10 area segments are divided into clusters of size Nhc = 10 segments. The wave and 
the cluster definitions for the 2001 simulation are indicated in Table 2.13. 
One area segment is selected from each wave for each data gatherer. Whenever the wave is 
composed of more than one cluster, a cluster is randomly selected with equal probability. Then, 
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Table 2.13 Waves for Each Data Gatherer (DG) by Level of Experience 
Experienced DG Inexperienced DG 
Wave Segment Number of Wave Segment Number of 
rank Clusters rank Clusters 
1 1-5 1 1 1-5 1 
2 6-10 1 2 6-10 1 
3 11-20 1 3 11-15 1 
4 16-20 1 
4 21-40 2 5 21-30 1 
6 31-40 1 
5 41-60 2 7 41-50 1 
8 51-60 1 
6 61-100 4 9 61-80 2 
10 81-100 2 
7 101-150 5 11 101-150 5 
8 151-200 5 12 151-200 5 
9 201-300 10 13 201-300 10 
10 301-400 10 14 301-400 10 
After 90% of all segments have )een comp eted, 
wave size is 40 
14 801-840 4 18 801-840 4 
15 841-880 4 19 841-880 4 
one area segment is selected from the sampled (or certainty) cluster using unequal selection 
probabilities. The unequal selection probabilities are proportional to a size variable built based 
on the error and rotation risk factors, with some modification of the risk functions defined in 
Section 2.5.3. 
The value of Awas calculated as Aj& = RikR'ik, where 
2 if a serious error was detected for segment k 
1 if otherwise 
R\k 





segment k belongs to the rotation panel 
otherwise 
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The conditional selection probability for segment k collected by data gatherer j is given by 
wk\Chi — ( E Ajfc) 1Xjk-
k£Chi 
2.7.4 Performance Evaluation 
A Monte Carlo simulation, with 100 replicates, was implemented in order to evaluate the 
one unit-per-wave two-stage sample design. In each Monte Carlo run, a sample was taken from 
the 2001 NRI data set, and basic descriptive statistics were generated as discussed in Section 
2.5.4. 
A total of 2924 area segments were selected for inspection, corresponding to an overall 
sample fraction of 4%. On average, 8.6 sampling units per data gatherer were selected for 
inspection, with standard deviation of 3.95. This corresponds to a sample fraction of 9% 
per data gatherer (with standard deviation 7%). For this simulation, no expectation of sample 
fraction per data gatherer was made, since the wave sizes were determined expecting to achieve 
the overall 4% of sample fraction target. 
Table 2.14 Simulation Results for 1PW2/PPS Design 
Risk factor Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
At least one Mean (9P) 0.25 0.006 0.24 0.27 
serious error S.D. (Sp) 0.23 0.006 0.21 0.23 
Belongs to Mean (dp) 0.65 0.007 0.64 0.67 
rotation panel S.D. (^) 0.24 0.004 0.23 0.25 
Table 2.14 shows that, under the one unit-per-wave two-stage design, on average, 25% of 
the sampled segments contained serious errors and 65% belonged to the rotation panel. These 
numbers are consistent with the expected values described in Section 2.5.2. and they indicate 
oversampling with respect to population values described in Section 2.5.2. 
2.7.5 Evaluation of Pattern-recognition Constraints 
The performance of the one unit-per-wave two-stage design with respect to the satisfac­
tion of pattern-recognition contraints was also analysed. After each Monte Carlo run, basic 
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descriptive statistics per data gatherer related to the $ and A variables were recorded. The 
results are summarized in Table 2.15 and Table 2.16. 
Table 2.15 Results Regarding Pattern-recognition Constraints for Inter­
sample Mean ($) 
Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
Mean (9p) 20.31 0.07 20.17 20.50 
S.D. (Sp) 14.98 0.06 14.81 15.10 
Min (mp) 1.84 0.83 1 3.5 
Max (Mp) 82.20 0.26 81.73 82.70 
Table 2.16 Results Regarding Pattern-recognition Constraints for Inter­
sample Standard Deviation (A) 
Per simulation Descriptive Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
summary Average S.D. Min Max 
Mean (6p) 17.50 0.16 17.08 18.11 
S.D. (Sp) 14.68 0.19 14.23 15.15 
Min. (mp) 0.13 0.26 0 0.71 
Max. (Mp) 58.41 2.92 53.85 67.05 
The one unit-per-wave two-stage design presented, on average, an intersample mean dis­
tance of 20, showing similar performance to the other designs. 
Based on Table 2.16, the one unit-per-wave two-stage design presented, on average, in­
tersample standard deviation of 17.50 per data gatherer, performance comparable with the 
Poisson design (18.76), and showing a slight improvement compared with the one-per-wave 
PPS design (15.39). The minimum observed value among Monte Carlo replicates of the min­
imum intersample standard deviation per data gatherer is zero. This means that, in at least 
one Monte Carlo replicate, there was at least one data gatherer's quality monitoring sample 
with intersample standard deviation equal to zero. Based on Table 2.17 and Table 2.18, the 
explanation of this event is similar to the one given for the other designs, i.e., on average, 
this event happens for only 2 (out of 340) data gatherers. Further, these data gatherers have 
collected information from, on average, only 15 area segments, with monitoring sample size 
small, increasing the potentioal for A = 0. 
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Table 2.17 Monte Carlo Percentiles of Min. of A (S) for 1PW2/PPS Design 
Percentiles Observed Value 




75% (Q3) 0 
50% (Median) 0 





Table 2.18 Number of Data Gatherers with Samples Generating A = 0, 
and the Mean and Maximum of the Total Number of Segments 
Collected by These Data Gatherers for 1PW2/PPS Design 
Performance Statistics for all Simulation Runs 
measures Runs Average S.D. Min Max 
Number of DG 
samples with 79 1.70 1.02 1 5 
A = 0 
Mean 
number of 79 14.54 2.10 12 22 
segments 
Max 
number of 79 15.43 3.00 12 31 
segments 
2.8 Conclusions 
The investigated classes of sampling designs were evaluated with respect to satisfaction 
of pattern-recognition constraints. The main criterion was a low value for the proposed in­
tersample standard deviation measure. Using this criterion, the systematic with PPS sample 
was deemed too predictable in the sense that, under this design, it is possible to have an idea 
about the order in time in which sample units are selected for inspection, when compared to 
other designs. It should be noted, however, that an alternative type of predictability exists, 
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which the proposed intersample standard deviation measure is not designed to detect. This 
alternative type of predictability may be induced by setting extremely high values for risk 
factors when building first-order inclusion probabilities. In this case, because the inclusion 
probabilities will be very high, there will be a strong tendency to select units with the given 
risk factor characteristics, which may be identified as a rule of selection. 
The use of previous NRI survey data in the simulation provided the necessary information 
to calculate the scaled size variable pk for every unit k collected by each data gatherer. Unless 
similar information is available in practice, the pk values can not be calculated and, in order 
to implement designs such as the Poisson and systematic with PPS sampling, its estimation is 
necessary. However, for some types of error risk factors, estimation of pk is not feasible. The risk 
factor "data gatherer experience", considered in the one unit-per-wave two-stage design, is an 
example of such a factor. Without prior information about which sampling units are assigned 
to each data gatherer, it is not possible to estimate the scaled size variable. Alternatively, the 
effect of such risk factors may be taken into account at the design stage using stratification, 
as was done in the one-unit-per-wave two-stage design. 
In large-scale longitudinal samples, ad hoc methods are often used for selecting a qual­
ity monitoring sample of the data collection process. However, based on the results of this 
paper, the availability of past information from such surveys may be used to design a more ef­
ficient probability sample design for that purpose. Such a probability sample can incorporate 
the ability to sample error-prone units at a higher rate while satisfying pattern-recognition 
constraints. 
The proposed one unit-per-wave two-stage sample design provides a means of controlling 
the sample selection rate depending on the number of strata used. At the same time, practical 
implementation of this design relies upon defining clusters within each wave so that larger 
numbers of sampling units do not get backlogged in preparation for selection. 
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CHAPTER 3. A Sample Design for Measurement Error Evaluation in 
Large-scale Longitudinal Surveys 
3.1 Introduction 
In any survey, the data collected are subjected to different kinds of errors, as described 
in Chapter 1. This paper focuses on designing a sample for evaluating measurement error 
properties. In order to evaluate the contribution of measurement errors to the total survey 
error, studies of survey error evaluation are conducted. Such studies are classified as postsurvey 
evaluations since they are usually conducted after the survey data has been collected. The 
results of such studies serve as indicators of the data quality. The goal of this paper is to 
investigate optimal sample designs for measurement error evaluation in large-scale longitudinal 
surveys. A simple measurement error model with error variance components that vary across 
groups of sampling units is considered. Based on this model, an optimal sample design for 
estimating the contribution of measurement errors to the variance of estimates is developed. 
The investigation is illustrated by potential applications to the USDA's National Resources 
Inventory (NRI). This design will be evaluated with an existing sample used to collect data 
for the survey. 
3.2 Model Development 
3.2.1 Introduction 
Under the usual sampling scenario, let U denote the set of population units, of size N, from 
which a sample S, of size ni, is selected. The population is partitioned into G groups according 
to variables that define separate groups with different measurement error variance parameters. 
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For the NRI application, for instance, G — A: areas segments with cropland and on the core 
part of the sample, areas segments with cropland and on the rotation part of the sample, areas 
segments with no cropland and on the core part of the sample, and areas segments with no 
cropland and on the rotation part of the sample. Let G = {1,. G} be the set of groups in 
which the population is partitioned and Ug be the set of population units belonging to group 
g € G- Then, U = (J Ug, with Ug Pi Ug> = 0 V g ^ g'. Also, whenever needed, define 
geg 
Sg — SnUg. Let Iik be the original sample S membership indicator, i.e., I\k = 1 if /c € S and 
Ilk = 0 otherwise. Assume S is taken under a pre-defined sample design p\ given by 
Pi : EPl(Iik) = 7Tik, 
( I l k I I I )  = K M ,  
Ep! {Ilk^U^lm) = ^1 klmi 
VpAhkhlhmhn) ~ Ttlklmm 
where EPl(.) represents the expected value under sample design p\. In particular, -n\k is the 
first-order sample inclusion probability of population unit k, wiki is the second-order sample 
inclusion probability for population units k and I, irikim is the third-order inclusion probability 
for units k, I and m, and n\kimn is the fourth-order inclusion probability of units k, /, m and 
n. Once the sample is taken, the measurement process takes place. 
For a given variable of interest y, let yk be the true (fixed) value of y associated with 
population unit k: £U. Due to inherent imperfections in the measurement process, these true 
values {yk}kes are observed with error. Reflecting this assumption, denote by Yjk the j th 
observed value for unit k. Yjk measures yk with error. In this paper, the index j assumes the 
values 1 or 2 depending on the observation being made during the original survey (k 6 <S) or 
during the quality evaluation survey (k G 7Z, where 1Z C (S)), respectively. 
It is assumed there is a parameter pL = N~ l  Uk of interest, estimated based on S by 
keu 
the Horvitz-Thompson estimator ([Horvitz and Thompson, 1952]) fi = N_1 ^ik^ïk • Since 
kes 
the estimator uses the observations subjected to measurement error, the goal is to design the 
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subsample 1Z C S that, along with a suitable measurement error model, allows for the estima­
tion of the extent to which the measurement error contributes to the variance of the fi estimator. 
3.2.2 A Measurement Error Model 
Measurement error model A, denoted £4, assumes that the observed value is equal to the 
true value plus a measurement error. In this model, the random terms : k G Sg V g G Q 
are uncorrelated and have a symmetric distribution about zero. Also, their variances are 
constant inside each group g. Let the symbol EçA(.) represent the expected value under model 
A assumptions. Then, model A can be specified by the following description: 
£A :  Ylk — Vk 'I" 
with, 
= Eçj4(wijk)EçA(wii) = 0 V k ^ l e S ]  
= 0 VA:  G 5 ;  
= a2g V keSg-, 
E&4 Wit) =  0  VA:  G S ;  
E^WJ = T)g V k G Sg. 
Consider the estimation of fj, under the randomization imposed by design p\ and the mea­
surement error structure assumed under model A. Then, the estimator jj, is unbiased for /j,: 
E 'PI ÇA (fi) - E,.^1 Soffit)] 
= EPl[iV-1 ^2 
kes TTlfc 
Vk 
= E pAN-^f-hk]  
TTlfc k€U 
Vk N  1 (h k )  
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= iv-1 E yk 
keu 
= M-
Also, its variance is decomposed in two parts, V\ and Vg: 
VARPIÇA(A) = EPL Vara (/I) + VarPl ECA (P) 
= V\ + V2. 
The components of the estimator variance are given by 
VÏ = EPiV^a(N-1^^) = N~%1 
kes ' ! r i k  
VargA O^lk) (^lfci Yll) 
ai . 0 al 
= E -f) = -""2B„(E E zfw 
geSkeSg Ifc gZQkeUg ' i fc  
=  " -
2 E E S  
geQkeUg l k  
since Cov^Yi*, Y"u) = 0 for & ^ and 
>2  =  Var P l ( iV- 1 E^^)=Var P l ( iV- 1 E^/u)  
fc6S 7I"lfe keu ' ï ï l k  
= JV- 2 EE A .«——• 
where = Covpi (Afc, A/) — Component V2 is the usual Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator variance under no measurement error. Vi, on the other hand, is a function of the 
variance of the random term wi& due to the presence of measurement error. Hence, component 
v\ is regarded as the measurement error contribution to the estimator variance. 
3.3 Estimation of the Variance Components 
Unbiased estimation of V\ and V2 requires the use of a subsample 1Z, TZ C S. Assume 7Z 
has a fixed size «2 («2 < »i) and has observations for each group g E Q. Let 1Zg denote the set 
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of subsampling observations at group g.  The problem is to design the subsample TZ =  (J 
g£G 
in order to have good performance in the sense of minimizing the variance of an estimator 9 
of a parameter 6 = f(Vi, V2), for a differentiate function /. In particular, two parameters of 
interest are 0\  = /i(Vi, V2) = V\ and 62 = f2(^1,^2)  =  Vi/(Vi  + V2).  
Let l2k be the subsample TZ membership indicator, i.e., I- ik  = 1 if population unit k is 
selected for subsample TZ and zero, otherwise. Let P2 denote the sample design of the subsample 
TZ, conditional on S. The design for the subsample P2 is defined by 
P2 : EP2(hk\hk)  = vr2 fc ,  
Ep2 (-^2fc-^2z| AfcAi) — ^2kli 
Ep2 (-^2k-^2Z-^2m|AzcAiAm) = ^2klmi 
Ep2 (-^2fc-^2Z-^2m-^2n I AfcA/AmAn) =  ^2klmn• 
In particular, 7% is the first-order subsample conditional inclusion probability of unit k,  given 
k E <5, i ï2kl  is the second-order subsample conditional inclusion probability of units k and I ,  
given k, l  £  S,  i^2klm is the third-order subsample conditional inclusion probability for units k,  
I and m, and 1x2kimn is the fourth-order conditional subsample inclusion probability of units k,  
l, m and n. Once the subsample 7Z is taken, the observable values follow the same 
measurement error model as the sample values {Yifcjfces, i.e.: 
with, 
Ça •  Y2k = Vk + ^ 2 k ,  
EÇA(TV2A;^2Z) = EÇA(O;2FC)EÇA (u 2 i )  = 0 V k ^ I  E 1Z\  
Eça (ui2k) = 0 y ken-, 
EfA (w2fc)  =  ° g  V k E TZ g ;  
EÇA (K^FC) = OVIEK; 
EçAW2fc)  =  Vg VkElZg.  
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In addition, model A assumes EçA(wikW2k) = EçA(tvifc)EçA(c^) = 0 V k € 1Z. Under this 
setup, the sample design of the subsample H is embedded on a particular case of a two-phase 
sample approach, in which the invariance and the independency properties are retained. Let 
p denote this particular two-phase sample design. Then p is defined by 
Also, 
P : Ep(/2fc) = 7Tifc7r2fc, 
Ep(/2fc72z) = ^1 kl^2kh 
Ep (72fc ^ 2112m ) — ^1 klm^2klmi 
Ep (72^ 72; 72^ ) — '^\klmn'^2klmn-
\&Tp{I'2k) ~ Vaip[hk(l2k\hk)] 
= VarPlEp2 [Iik(l2k\Iik)\ Epj Varp2[/i/j(A/cI/ifc)] 
= Varpi [Iihn2k] "t" Epi [/ifc7r2fc(l ^2&)] 
= 7Tifc(l — k)^2k + 7rlJb7r2fc (1 ~~ ^2k) 
= TTifcTT^ — TTlk^2k + ~ ^lk^2k 
= 
7rl/c'7I"2A: ( 1 ^1 k^2k)'t 
and 
= Covp(/2fc,^2z) 
= Covp1{Ep2[/ifc(72fc|/ifc)],Ep2[/n(72;|7i/)]} + EPl{Covp2[/ifc(/2fc|/ifc),/1j(/2z|/iz)]} 
= Covpi {hk^2k, hl^2l} + Epi{Iikhl{-ÏÏ2kl - T^2k^2l)} 
= ^2k^2l{^lkl — 7rlfc7riz) + ^lkl(^2kl ~ ^2^21} 
= ^lkl^2kl — K IkK 2^11^21 • 
The following result presents an unbiased estimator for = Vi and its variance. 
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Result 3.1 Under the randomization imposed by sample design p and measurement error 
model A, 
01 = (2AT2)-1 V (Ylk ~ Y2k^ (3.1) 
is an unbiased estimator of 9\ and its variance has the form 
Proof: 




gee k£Ug nlkn2k 
-hk 
an 
- ^ 213 53 9 - FT-
geÇ keug nik  
Varp çA (0i ) = EpVarÏA (0% ) + VarpEçA (0%). 
EpVarçA(0i) = Ep (47V4)-1 E ^ÇA(YIIC ~ Y2K) 
Q€.G kÇjZg 711 k l t2k 
— Et, 
— E„ 
gegkeiig i k*2k 
(2JV1)-' E E 
gee fceMg *ik*2k 
= (2IV4)"1 T T (%3+AG4): 
smce 
"Var^ (Vifc — Y2k)2 — Var^A (wi& — W2fc)2 
= VarçA {u)\k) + 4VarçA (u>\kui2 k) + Var^A (w^) 
= (% - 0g) + 4a4 + {Vg ~ ^9) = 2(ryg + cr4). 
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VarpE^(Ôi) = V&rp(2#-^ ^ 
gee k£Tl g  1 fc  2 f c  
= N-4yarp(E g 
g € Q  k e U g  ^ 1  k ^ k  
-hk)  
=  ^ " z z  z  z  
A2 klCTgVg, 
gee g'ee keu g  iat v ,  ^ ïk^k^h^i 
Under the same two-phase sample design p, consider estimating 62 = V\J(V\ + V2). For this 
goal, the following series of results are useful. First, an unbiased estimator for V2 is introduced: 
Result 3.2 Under the randomization imposed by sample design p and measurement error 
model A, 
A,... Vu. V., A,. .. (V,,.-Vn,A2 (3.2) y2 — jy-2 ^2 ^ 2 ^ lkl  Ylk Yïl  — N~2 E ^lkk (^lfc ~ ^2fc)2 
kesies  n i k l  n i k  n i 1  
is an unbiased estimator of\2. 
k£ll kn2k 
Proof: 
Under measurement error model A, the standard estimator of the Horvitz-Thompson sam­
ple variance, V2 = N~2 J2 53 is biased: 
1W%) = Alkk  {yk  +  Wlk) 2  y .  &\kl  (Vk +  ^ 1  k)  (Vl  +  Wu) 
= at2E, 
= N~2 E„ 
= AT2E„ 
A-lkk  (yk  +  Ulk) 2  +  y  Al kl  ï ïç A (yk  +  Ui k ) (y t  +  un)  
TTlfcfc 71"! k TTl  k l  TTi fcTTy 
Au/  y k  yi  y^ ^lfcfc "I" °g) _j_ y^ y^ 
geÇkeSg nikk nlk kGSl^kGS nikl  nik 7fl< 
zz 
këuieu 
^1M Vk Vl  
kl  TTl/fc  Try 
= V2 + JV-2E E -^4 
g£Qkeu g  1 k  
On the other hand, 
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E 
'P<A "-2E E 
Aim (Fife — 
ges keTZg 7rlfc7r2A: 
Therefore, V2 is indeed unbiased. 
E„ jy-2 y^ ^lfcfc E^A(Y"ife Ygfe)
2 




geQkeug  ^ 
—a. 
Lemma 3.1 V#r = 53 I] denote the standard Horvitz- Thompson estimator 
ikTsitsWlkl Wlk7ru 
of the variance of £1 under no measurement error. Its variance, with respect to the design p, is 
given by 
yor,(%,T) = yarp(AM2]2]oiw) 
keS leS 
= n~4[2 52 a i /c^uii1  -  *"1 kl)  
kç£4 l(zL4 
~l~4 ^ ^ ^ ] a lkla lkmi^lklm ~  ^ Ikl^lkm) 
kali  leU m^k,leU 
+ 52 52 52 52 a\klalmn(j^\klmn ^lkl7rlmn)]t 
keU leU m^k,ldU n^k,leU 
where aiu = Am._%&__%L Klkl ^lk I'll 
Proof: 
Varp(VHT) = Varp(iV 2 52 52 "i^') 
kesies 
= iV-4Varp(E 52aifez/ifc/u) 
kç.14 lç.14 
= n ^2 52 ^ ' 52 a lkla lmnc°' vp(i lki l l i  AmAn) 
FCGZV ZGZV MGLV NGLV 
= iV~4[2 £ 5>2fc/Varp(/ifc/y) 
kÇ-lA IÇXA 
"I-4 ^2 52 ^ ' ®lfcZ®lfcmC0Vp(/ife/i;, I\kl\m) 
keU leU m^k,leU 
"I" 5252 ^ y ^ ' alklalmnC°Vp{IlkIlli  Ilmlln)}-
keu leu m^k,ieu n^k,ieu 
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Since 
Varp(/ife/iz) — 7Tifcz(l tti/CZ)I 
CoVpihkhh Ilkhm) — ""1 klm 7rlfcZ7rlfcmj 
and 
CoVp(I\kIlli  I\ml\n) — ""1 klmn TTl/cZ^lmn; 
the desired result holds. 
• 
The notation established for this Lemma is retained, whenever convenient. The next result 
introduces the variance of V2. 
Result 3.3 Under the randomization imposed by sample design p and measurement error 
model A, the variance of V2 is given by 
VarpU(V2) = EpVaru(V2) + VarpEu(V2) 
= ^-"[2 E E #4%%+%- »«) 
gegkeUg 1* 
+ 2E E E E 
gee 9'eg keug  z#fcezvs, 
+ 8E E E 
gee keZVg m^k&U 1 k 
. .  ^lkl^-lkm Vl Vm 2 
+ 42^ 2^ Z-v Z-v 7T11.,7r 11. 7T2 TTI/TTI 
geG g'eG g"£G keUg  l^keUg ,  m^k,leUg„ ^ Ikl^lkm^xk 7 f l m  
+ E E [%(1 ~ 27r2fc) + cr4(l + 27T2fc)] 
geGkeUg 1 * 2fc 
+  2 E E ( — — —  
,  ^ kl ^lfcm f Uk \  2  Ul Um ,  \  
+ 4 > > X (7!"1 klm ~ TTlfcZTTlfcrn) 
keU leU m^k,leU X k l  n i k m  ^7 r i f c^ ^lZ ^lrn 
,  Alkl Almn Vk Vl Vm Un ,  m 
+ 2^ 2^ Zv 2-v K^lklmn ~  ^ lkl^lmn)\ 
keuieum^k,ieun^k,ieu 7 T l k l  7 f l m n  ^  vri„ 
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Proof: 
EpVar^(Vr2) = N~ EPVarçA [ T _ y f1** (Y"lfc /2fc) 
U^WTTUTTI, 2 
2 
Using the same notation introduced earlier, let V2 = J2 I*1 addition, let bk  ~ 
A 1 t t  (Y l k-Y2ky and 6= E bk .  Then, 
r°. trn i Z *-—' "" '  
teg (eg ^ 
"i**2* " k&n 
EpVar^(%) = W-4[EpV&r^%-6)] 
= AT"4 [EpVarCA (V2) + EpVara (b) - 2EpCov<A (V2,6)] . 
Now, replacing the variance with respect to the design p by the variance with respect to the 
model £4 on the proof of Lemma 3.1, gives 
E^vy = 
+  4 E E  E  '  Covu(YltYu,YltYlm) 
KSIS^KS "i'™ 
+ EE E E ———^-—Coy^Yu^M]. 
kesiesmjtk,lesn^k,les n i k l  7 r i m n  
Since 
Var^A (YlkYu) = Var^A [(%/& + + wu)] 
= Var^A  [ykyi + y f ca;u  + wuy, + Wifc^u] 
= vWg' + yfvg + cr2cr2,, if & and 
= 4y^cr2 + rig - cr4, if  k = 1, 
CovU(yifcyiz, = Cova [(yfc+ w1A;)(y;+wiZ), (yfc + wifc)(ym + wim)] 
= y/ymVar?A (wit) = mymO-g if A; # / (and m # A;, /), and 
— 2ymcr2, if A; = I (and m ^ A;,/), 
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and 
Cov£a (YlkYu, YlmYln) - 0, for m ^ k , l  and n / k , l ,  
then, 
EpVar{,(F2) = WE E + 
geQ keUg ^ik 
+  2 E E  E  E  + î / f - l + < M W u  
geQ g'eQ keUg  l+keUg ,  ^kl^lk^ll  
+ 8E E E 
geQkeUgm^keU nlk ^IfcmTTlm 
+ 4 e e  e  e  e  e  
gee g 'eQ g"eQ keug  i^keug ,  m^k,ieug„ l k l  l km  
= pee  +%- »„ 4 )  
gtSkeUg Ifc 
+  2 E E  E  1 3  2 W  2 (^CT0' + y<2(Jg + CTgCTg') 
geS g'eS fcew9 z#kezvg, 7riM7rifc7riz 
+ 8E E E 
geQkeUgm^keU 11 Ik "lm 
+  4 E E  E  E  E  E  
gee g'eQ g"eG keUg  l^keug ,  m±k,leUg„ T lM7 r lkm7 r lk7 r l '7 r lm 
"NT/WF 
EpVar^, (6) 
E p [ 5^(w^ , y - -^ 2  
+£ IL ^ ^Covayi* " y")2'(y" " 
Ep 53 J^pr^yl 4 [Var<A ("ik) + Var^(2wifcW2fc) + VarçA(w|fc)] 
E„ 
+ CTg) t kk^"^2 2 
_ ^ikfc (% + ^g) 
2 
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as Cov^[(yit - (%( - = 0 for t f Z. 
Finally, 
2EpCov£A(V2,b) = 2EP 
= 2E„ 
p z v-> Aiki Yp. Y\i Aik'k' (Yw ^2fc' )2 \ 
&ikl Aik>ki CovtA(YlkYu,(Yw -Y2k,)2) 
E E E  [keTZieTZk'eTZ nikl 7rifc'7r2fc/ 
The covariance term above can be expressed as follows: 
2%"1&7T1Z 
Cov£A(YifcYit ,  (^lk —  ^2fc)2)  = CovçA[(yfc + w\k){yi  + ivi<),  (w^' — w2fc')2]  
= CovçA (ykyi + yfct^K + wiky< + + 2bj\kiu)2k') 
= yk[Covu (clIiz,^,) + Cov(A(wi;,W2t') + 2Cov(A(wu,wit'W2t')] 
+M[CoV(A(wit,W^,) + COVÇa (u l k ,u)%k ,)  + 2CoVU(oJ l k ,UJ l k 'UJ2k')] 
+COV£a (u)iku)u, u)\k,) + CovçA w2k' ) + 2COVÇA (WIFCCVY, O;IFC/O;2FC' ). 
For k ^ I and k = A:', or, k ^ I and k ^ A:', the covariance term above is zero. However, for 
k = / and k = k', this covariance is (rfg — cr4). Therefore, 
2EpCovçA (V2,b) = 2Ep Affefc (% - 4) 
g£G kGllg rfk^k 2 
= E„ 
A?» 
=  E E ^ K - 4  
,-z-, , , Tl 1 U g£G kÇjÀg  Ik 
Hence, 
A?, 
EpVar^(6) - 2EpCov(A(%, 6) = E E ' 2^k) + ^ (1 + 2^)]. 
— ^\k^2k geQ k(zL4g 
The last term follows from Lemma 3.3: 
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VarpEçA(t/2) = VarJiV-2EE—— —7^7i' 
=  ^ E E ( — — — T w i - w  
+  A T - 4 4 E Z  E  — — —  
keu leu m^k,l£U n i k l  7 r i km  ^ nu  V^im/ 
. J.T-4 ^lkl Almn t/k Vl Dm Vm ,  \  
+ TV > > > > (vriklmn -  ^Ikl^lmn)-
keUleUmjtk,l£Un^k,leU 71"lfci 7rimn  ^7r" 7rim 7rin 
Resuit 3.4 Under the randomization imposed by sample design p and measurement error 
model A, the covariance between V\ and V2 is given by 
cHuW.ty = »-4E E E (3.3) 
geSkeUgieUg 1 k 7riz7f2fc 
Y" Aifcfc (% + /„ .x 
^ A, ^ 
+ EE E E Alkl Vt —alnlkl^2kl(1 - 7rifc7T2fc)-] (3.5) 
Proof: 
Covp^(Fi^) = EpCov(A (Vi, ^ ) + Cov„[%, (FJ, E(A (^)j 
= EpCOVCA (27V2)-1 E ^lfc ^2fc)2 2 ^ ^ 2 ^lfc< 
EPC°vçA 
+ Covp 
Earlier, it was shown that 
këh nïkn2k kesies n i k l  n i k  7ry_ 
2  a  - . .  f v . .  _  v . .  1 2  
2™ 
1/V — KMC 1» — 
2 
(27V2)-1 ^lfc ^2fc)2 2 Aikk (y~ik Y2k) 
^E E zf!-,^EE 
Auz Vk Vl 
geGkeKg k^k kesies 7rifcZ  ^ni1 
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Next, 
The last step is 
EpCov^ (2iV2)-1 E ^"lfc ~ ^2fc^2 N~2 E Z ^ lfc' Ylk Yl[ 
ken k€S IçS Klkl TTlfc TTi/ 
=  ^ Z Z  Z  
AlfcZ Alfefc (% + 0g) 





(27V2)-1 E ^2fc)2 ^y_2 ^2 ^2fc)2 
ke% 7ri'=7r2fc 
E 5^-Var^(ylt-y2t) 
fcere lfc 2fc 
y y-y Aifcfc (% 4- °g) 
2 
Trf.TTo qeGkellg "lk"2fc 
= iV E. 
'p 
Alfefc fag + a4) r Ô 2k 7rf. 7T.2 z  z  „  „  965 fceZVg 2fc 
Alfefc (f?g + (7g) 




( jn jy-2 ^2 ^ 2 yk yi 
geGkeiig 7rifc7r2fc kesies n i k l  n i k  nu  
= Gov,, 
^Z Z ^!-^"ZZ 
Au; yk Vi 
geGkeiig 7ri*7r2 f c  ken ten 7T lk l  7 r i f c  7 r i i .  
"-"E E EE,/2t/2,) 
=  ^ ' Z Z  Z  
Aifcf yfc yi &g  
geu keUg leUg nikl 
7!"lfc/7T2fcz(l - 7Tife7T2fe). 
In order to study the large sample properties of the estimators 9\ and v2,  assume there is 
a sequence of populations {Uu} such that Uv C Uu+i for every v = 1,2,..., each Uv composed 
of Nv  elements of an infinite sequence of elements {ufc} . Hence, Uv  = {uk  : k = 1,2, . . .N„} 
and Nu < Nl/+\ for every v. 
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Let Oh, and V2 v  be the parameters of interest 0\ and V2  calculated over the population. 
For each Uv, a subsample Hv, of size n2v is taken accordingly to the previously defined design 
p„. Let I2kv denote the subsample TZV membership indicator. Then, 
Pu '• EPj /  (I2kv) — 
{l2ki/^2lu) ~ ^1 klv^Zkli/i 
Epv(l2kul2lyl2mu) = '^lklmv'K2klmw! 
Epv(I2ki/I2h/l2mvl2nv) = klmnu^2klmnu-
It should be noted that that v —> oo implies both Nu  —> oc and n2 v  —> oo. 
The following assumptions will be needed to prove the next results: 
• Al: The inclusion probabilities are bounded from zero, i.e., there is a constant M\ such 
that 
0 < M\ < "Kjkvt 
0 Ali ^ itjkivi 
0 < Mi < 'K jk l r n v • 
and, 
0 ^ M\ < T^jklmnvi 
for j  = 1,2 and for every z/; 
• A2: t jg + a4 are bounded, i.e. there is a constant M2  < oo such that 
% + ag < y9' 
• A3: maxfc^/ \AjM„\ = 0(AT™1), i.e. there is a constant Ms < oo such that max^/ \&-jkiv\ < 
M$N~l for every v and j = 1,2; 
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• A4: Nu 1yk is bounded, i.e., there is a constant M4 < 00 such that Y1 Nu1y$.<M4 
kÇUu kÇXlv 
for every v. 
Result 3.5 Under assumptions A1-A3, = 0\u + op(N~1). 
Proof: It is desired to show that for any e > 0, 
lim P?(N„\Ôiv — 0\u\ > e) — 0. 1/-+OQ 
Using the Chebyshev's inequality, 
Pr(Nu \0 l u  -e l v \>e)< ° l u ) 2  
N2 
= "~2~Varpj/çA(0i1/) 
N?, 1 ^2 ^2 a9 h E E  E  Z  
A 2KLV02G<72G> 
geQ keugv  nlkvn2kv TV4  g eg  g ,eg  k eu^ l eU^^ ^ikv^2kv^iiu^2lv  ^ 
= B\v + B2U + 
It follows that 
7? < 1 V" V" rl9 + ag_ lv 
— 9*2 M2 2-~> 2_y 
by assumptions A1 and A2; 
W X I H 'cât... M; 
< Mf 
1 Mo 
0 as zv —>• oo, 







» ^ 2, 
< 
e2^ geQ keug v  M16  
-ZVi/(l — M\)M2 
0 as v —>• 00, 
2(2^2 Mf 
1 (1 — MI)M2 
2e2JV„ 
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by assumptions Al and A2, and 
\B^\ ^ = 7H?2EE E E 
\&2klv\oWn< 9 9' 
e2j\r2 ^ ^ ^ M? u gegg'egkeugviyikeugll, 1 
-  -*0 a s " ° ° '  
by assumptions A2 and A3. 
Therefore, the desired result that, for any e > 0, 
lim Pr(ATz/|0lj/ — Qlu| > e) = 0, IS—ÏOQ 
is verified. 
Result 3.6 Under assumptions A\-A\, V2l, = V2l> + op(Nv 1). 
Proof: It is desired to show that for any e > 0, 
lim Pr{ N v \ V 2 v  - V 2 u \ > e ) =  0. 
V—^ OO 
Using the Chebyshev's inequality, 
Pr(iV„(|F2l/ - V 2 u \ )  > e ) <  
N2 
- S«7412 E E + %-«',) 
geGheUgv 1 kv 
+  ! E E  E  E  
geg g'eg keug v  i^keug ,u  ^ki^ik^u„ 
.  r,  ^-Ikku ^-lkmi/ 2 
+ 8E E E -J——,—y™a9 
geg keug v  m±keu v  i*" 7 r i m i /  
. . x~^ Aikli/Alkmv Vl Urn 2 
Z Z Z Z  E  E  7 T  j , -  ^ 2  n i k l m v V g  
960 yes 9"EG tew,, 
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+ E E n_5 ^  [%(! - 27!"2A:) + CTg(l + 27T2fc)] 
g£G k£Ugv  Z nlki>n2kv 
+ 2 E E (— 
keu„ ieu v  \  n i k l" n i k" ^ U v '  
, A ^Iklv Alkmi/ f Vk \2  Vl Um t_ _ _ \  
+ 4 > > >  (7Tiklmv -  ^Iklv^lkmv) 
um 1 tail  ™-/.u tall  n lklL> ^Ikmu \^lku/ T^llv ^lmu keu» i€Uv m^k.ieUv 
Y~^ X™^ Aifcit/  Aimn„ Vk Ul Vm Un /_ _ _ M 
+ z, / , /, y. (Klklmnv ^IkW^lmnvji 
keu» ieu„ m^k,ieu„ nïk,ieu„ ""i*'" 7 r i m n t /  7 r i f c" 7 r i z , y  7 f l m l /  7 r i n" 
= Cl, + C2i/ + Cgi, + Civ + Cstz + CGI/ + C71, + Cgi/, 
It follows that, 
Cl" < Â^E E 3^(43/% + ^ -^) 
" g£QkeU }„ iWl  
8 (1 — M] j1 M2 y%_ 
- N„ê Ml t^N„ 
8 (1-M, 
Nvt2 Mf 
under assumptions Al, A2 and A4; 
<?*- s jv^EE E E %^4+y<S2+«> 
" g£Gg'<LGk&A9„l±k&A,v  1 
< 
•9' 
2 ^ ^ A?t jv2^ E E + y? + !) 
u k£uvi?keuv 1 5 ™£j^wM+È> 5 + ^  
< e2Mf Jvj (2M4 + 0 as 1/ 00, 
by assumptions Al, A2, A3 and A4; 
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l e w  ^ I E  E  
" g£Q k£UgV mjzkeUv 1  
8(1 — Ml) ^ l^ml 
^Mf ^ 
iV^Mf 
, by assumptions Al, A2 and A4; 
IC4„I S^EEEE I E 
" 9ZGg'eQg!'€QkeUgvl£eUg ,vm£k,l€Ug l l v  1  
< 
- /V2e2M6 53 52 52 lAlfcZtAifcrn^yml 
f i keUv tykeiiv m^k,ieuv 
M2,2 ^f6 t 52 52 lAlkki/Aifcrn^y/ct/ml + 
" 
1 k&Uv m^kaUv 
+ 52 52 52 I Aifc(i/Aifcm„yiym|] 
fcel/„ l^k&lv m^k,l&Àu 
< ]^S((I-W.)E E IAIW»»™I + 
" 1 k£U^m^keUu 
+ 52 52 52 I AifcZiyAi/;mi/yzym| ) 
fcëWi/ iëWi/ mjtk,l£Uu 
<-
M? 
52 52 Iwz/n N2 
" l£U„m+imv 
< N*&M\ ^  ~ M^MsM4 + jvj"^ 0 as " °°' 
by assumptions A1-A4; 
1 v- v- Af^ T7g(l - 7^) + 4(1 + 27r2fcl,) 
W & & .  < 2 
- 55pw6M2£„A™" 
< jy2g2^6^2^[(l - Ml)]2 -» 0 as [/ -too, 
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by assumptions Al and A2; 
2 
5: J\r2,2 A/fO 53 53 ^ IklvVkVl ^IklvO- ~ ^lkli/) 
17 1 k&Avl&Uv 
< AT2e2M6 ^ Z 53^1 klvVkVl 
" l keUvlBiv 
—^-5-776(i - Mi)[ 53 ^lkkuvi + 53 53 
" 1 k&J.. k.Ç-U.. IzékPlJ.. kÇMv kÇJAv 1^-kÇjAv 
<- TàSp-«m-rt?L&f> 
2 M2 
< JV e2M16^1 ~~ _ Mi)2Ma + -> 0 as zv -* 00, 
by assumptions Al, A3 and A4; 
|C7„| 5= jy2 2 Af6 ^ ^ ^ 1 |^•Iklv^lkmvykyiVmi.'^lklmi' ^Iklu^lkmv)] 
Ve  1  kBÀulBÀvm+k,l&Àv  
— N2f2 M6 ^ 53 53 53 \^-lklv^\kmvylyiym\ 
» 1 keuvieuvm^k,ieuv 
— "Trt^TTë"(1 — TVff)[ 53 53 |Aifcfei/Ai/;mi/y|j/m| 
" 1 keU„m^k€U„ 
+ ^ 1 ^ ^ 1 IAi/;;,Ai^m„y^y;ym|] 
kÇUv l^kÇjAv m^k,leU„ 
— 1^2T76 (1 - M^)[(l - M - 1) E 53 lAlfcm^|ym| 
" 1 k&Ay m^kÇlAv 
+ 53 53 53 l^lklu^lkmuVkyiyml] 
k£Uv l^këUv m^k,lÇUv 
1 - M 3  y  y  \ykyiym\-i 
k£Uv Ij^k&Uv m^k,lOAv 
4 
- N2e2M6^ ~~ Ml^ ~ + ~n~M^ -> 0 as 1/ -> 00, 
Ve J"i 
by assumptions Al, A3 and A4. 
Finally, 
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I Cgi/1 ^ -J2 2ft/[6 ^ y ^ ^ ^ ; l^lklu^lmnvykyiymyni^lklmnv ^lklu^lmni/) \ 
ve  1 fcGW„ ZeZV„ rn^k,l£Uv  n^k,l£Uv  
~ /V2F2 M6 ^ ^ ) 53 53 53 53 |AlfcZi/Aimm,yfcyzymy„| 
" 
1  k€Uul€Uvm^k,l&Auti^k,leUv  
— TrtT^TTe (1 — )[ 53 53 Aifcfc„Aimmvy^y^ + 
" 1 kC-U..m.+kÇ-U„ kÇ. v  ^k Uv  
+ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' I Ai^Zi/Aimni/y/cy/ymynl] 





+iûi" 53 53 53 53 lz/mz/mm|] 
^ KDUV L±KÇUV m^KILÇJAV n^m,k,\ÇjAv 
1 z. , ,,vrz. Mf 
Nve2 M y ^ ~ Ml ^  ~ M4 + ~jp-0 as v 00 > 
by assumptions Al, A3 and A4. 
• 
The last two results have shown the consistency and the rate of convergence of the estima­
tors 0i and V2, i.e. 
01 u = 0ii/ + op(Nu ), 
V21/ = ^ 21/ + op(N~1). 
Let Xj/ = (0ii/,V2i/)' and a = (0i„, V^)'- It follows from known large-sample theory (see 
[Fuller, 1996, p.225]), that for any real valued function / defined on a ^-dimensional Euclidean 
space with continuous partial derivatives of first order at a, 
/(X,) = /(a) + ^ 
90 li/ 
5/(a) (%„ - ^ ,) + Op(AT-"), (3.6) 
V2iz=V2„ 'ÏV 
given that 01 > 0 and V2 > 0. 
In particular, this is true for the function of interest 02„ = /(a) = Q\VI(Q\V + V&z). As a 
consequence, it is possible to approximate the value of 02 by a value Q\ as follows: 
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^2 — ^2 — #2 + a2{@l ~~ 01 ) + «i(^2 — ^2)7 (3.7) 
where a, — Vl/{V\ + F2)2, i € {1,2}. Based on this linearization, 02 is consistent for 02 and 
the variance of its limiting distribution is given by 
Var^(0g) = alV&rpU(Vi) + a\Vaxp^A(V2) ~ 2a1a2CovpçA(Vi,V2), (3.8) 
where the explicit forms of VarpçA(V\), VarpçA(V2) and Covp^(Vi, V2) are given in previous 
results. 
3.4 The Subsample Design 
Assume the quantities r)g and <r4 are estimated using estimators f\g and âg, based on 
previous quality evaluation studies. 
Consider p2 as a stratified sample design where, due to the presence of measurement error, 
the set of groups Q is used as strata. In each stratum, a simple random sample is taken. Under 
this context, TZ = (J TZg. The subsample design p2 is described as 
geQ 
P2 : tt2k — —~V& G TZg 
g 
where nig and n2g denote the sample and the subsample size of stratum g € Q. In order to 
estimate the desired parameters 9i and 02, the problem of sample size allocation should be 
addressed. A result concerning optimum allocation under a linear cost function, for the case 
where 6\ is estimated, is given next. 
Result 3.7 Consider estimating 9\. Assume the cost of implementing the subsample TZ is a 
linear function of the form C = Co + 53 n2gcg> where C is the total cost, CQ is a given overhead 
geQ 
cost and cg is the cost of collecting data at each psu belonging to stratum g. Then, Varp^A (0\ ) 
is minimized when choosing n2g proportional to (^-)1/2; where 
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Ag = (27V ) 4\  —1 (Vg + cr4g)nlg{ ^ tt^3) - 2a. 
t€W. 
4  n ig  
g 7T2 7T2 k,feWg Ik U J 
Proof: 
It is sufficient to show that, under the proposed stratified sample design p2) 
Var^(6,) = (2^,-1 ^  ( £ ,rt3) 
gee 2s fcezvg 
•(: TTLFCZ TTlfcTTlZ , 
_^_4 ^  ^  ^ nikl 
gee n2g t^Vil nig(nig-l) 
:)] 
•  5 " + B '  
where Ag is given above and 
B = N- iY."t<I E 
7!"1H TTlfcTTlZ 
gee k,l£.L4g *\kAl nig (nig - 1) n: 
) ] •  
!g 
(3.9) 
The desired result follows from known stratified sample design theory (see [Sàrndal et al., 1992, 
p. 105]. 
• 
In addition to the optimum allocation result, three different options of sample allocation 
are also investigated. Define the observable standard finite population variance of the variable 
of interest y on stratum g as 
#, = (7v-i)-i E(%t-yi.)2. 
kÇilAg 
Then, the following sample size alocation schemes are considered: 
(3.10) 
Allocation i: Proportional to measurement error variance, 











Allocation Hi: Proportional to the stratum size, 
n2h — n2 (3.13) 
ni 
Table 3.1 summarizes the allocation types. 
Table 3.1 Allocation Types Summary 
Allocation Description 
type 
1 Optimum allocation 
(Result 3.6) 
2 Proportional to measurement 
error variance 
(allocation i) 
3 Proportional to Syg 
(allocation ii) 
4 Proportional to the 
stratum size 
(allocation Hi) 
3.5 A Sample Allocation Simulation Study 
In order to investigate the efficiency of the considered sample allocation rules, a simulation 
study was conducted based on the 2001 NRI sample information. The available data set 
included the following variables: 
• Segment identification; 
• First-order inclusion probabilities (%!&); 
• Rotation or core sample indicator; 
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• Cropland indicator for a point; 
• Point identification; 
• Soil Erosion (in tons/acre) based on universal soil loss equation (USLE). 
An area segment was classified as cropland whenever at least one of its points was classified 
as cropland. Based on these variables, a further variable group was created as follows: Group 
1 indicates segments classified as cropland that belong to the core panel; Group 2 indicates 
segments with no cropland that belong to the core panel; Group 3 indicates segments classified 
as cropland that belong to the rotation panel; and Group 4 indicates segments with no cropland 
that belong to the rotation panel. The group sizes are summarized in Table 3.2. The final 
data set contained observations associated with 39,208 area segments. 
Table 3.2 Group Description and Size 
Group Description Size (nig) 
1 core panel and cropland 13,844 
2 core panel and no cropland 8,750 
3 rotation panel and cropland 10,127 
4 rotation panel and no cropland 6,487 
The simulation study compared the four allocation types with respect to the variance of 6\. 
In this simulation, 9\ is an estimator of the contribution to the variance of the mean estimator 
of the soil erosion variable due to measurement error. The comparison was carried out for each 
one of five different sample fractions (sample sizes): 15% (5882), 12.5% (4902), 10% (3922), 
7.5% (2942), and 5% (1961). 
Estimates of the proportion of the variance of soil erosion loss due to measurement error 
for groups 1 and 2, denoted as vi and v-i- were provided by the fitting of a first-order autore-
gressive model, as suggested in [Breidt and Fuller, 1999]. The estimates were obtained using 
information for the NRI samples of 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2000, 2001 and 2002 (Legg, J., 
unpublished estimates). Based on these values, the vg values for groups 3 and 4 were obtained 
as follows: 
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V3 = 1.3ui ; 
U4 = 1.ZV2-
These values reflect the belief that rotation panel units have more relative measurement error 
contribution than core panel units. 
Let Syg denote the variance of the soil erosion loss for group g. Using the vg values, the 
measurement error variances ag were calculated for each group as follows: 
(3.14) 
The estimated values vg, and the Syg and ag values are shown in Table 3.3 for each group. 
Table 3.3 Values of Proportion of Measurement Error, Variance of Soil 
Erosion Loss and Measurement Error Variance by Group Used 
in the Simulation 
Group V9 Q2 &YQ 
1 0.19 15.25 2.90 
2 0.21 5.28 1.11 
3 0.25 15.66 3.92 
4 0.27 6.00 1.62 
The value of rjg was set to be the same as a^, under the assumption of normality of the 
measurement errors. The cost of sampling within each stratum (group) was assumed constant. 
The value of the variance of 6\ was simulated considering and 7\2kl — 7r2fc7r2/) 
which is equivalent to consider sampling units with replacement. Under this set of assumptions, 
the ag  expresion for optimum allocation (Result 3.7) assumes the form 
= <t3. 
keUg 
Based on this last expression, it is expected that the performances of allocation types 1 
and 2 will be similar. 
Figure 3.1 shows a graphical comparison of the allocation types using the data shown at 
Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.1 Graphical Analysis of Allocation Types 
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Table 3.4 Simulation Values of the Variance of 9i by Allocation Type and 
Sample Size 
Sample Size Allocation Simulate 
(Sample Fraction) Type 01 Variance 
x 10,000 
5882 1 0.04906 
(0.150) 2 0.04989 
3 0.05141 
4 0.05567 
4902 1 0.05888 
(0.125) 2 0.05987 
3 0.06171 
4 0.06683 
3922 1 0.07359 
(0.100) 2 0.07482 
3 0.07714 
4 0.08352 
2942 1 0.09809 
(0.075) 2 0.09972 
3 0.10281 
4 0.11132 
1961 1 0.14706 
(0.050) 2 0.14949 
3 0.15417 
4 0.16688 
The graphical analysis shows that allocation type 1 (optimum allocation) minimizes the 
simulated variance of 9i for every considered sample fraction. Allocation type 2 (proportional 
to measurement error variance) gives values close to the approximated variances produced by 
allocation type 1, as expected. On the other hand, the performance of allocation type 3 is 
also close to the performances of allocation types 1 and 2. The performance of allocation type 
4 is slightly poorer than allocation type 3 performance. Based on this simulation, given the 
small diferrence in performances, allocation type 2 should be chosen over allocation type 1 for 
its simplicity. In situations where the assumption TTIM = and ir^ki — ^2k^2i are not 
reasonable, allocation type 1 may be preferable. However, it should be noted that allocations 
type 1 and 2 require prior information about the er^ values, which in practice may not be 
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available. Allocations type 3 and 4 do not require any prior information about cr^, and have 
performances close to allocations type 1 and 2. 
3.5.1 A Sensitivity Analysis 
The simulated values of the variance of 6\ used to compare allocation types are local in 
the sense that they were calculated based on the estimated vg values shown in Table 3.3. In 
order to study the sensitivity of the allocation performances to different values of vg, the same 
graphical analysis was produced considering lower and higher values of vg than the ones shown 
in Table 3.3. The assumptions for lower values considered the values shown in Table 3.5. 
Figure 3.2 shows a graphical comparison of the allocation types for these lower values, using 
the results shown in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.5 Lower Values of vg and Corresponding Values of ag for Soil Ero­
sion Loss by Group 
Group V9 
1 0.17 2.59 
2 0.19 1.00 
3 0.23 3.60 
4 0.25 1.50 
The assumptions for higher values considered the values shown at Table 3.7. Figure 3.3 
shows a graphical comparison of the allocation types for these higher values, using the results 
shown at Table 3.8. 
In both situations, under lower and higher values of vg, the simulate variance was uniformly 
minimum for allocation type 1. Allocation type 2 had a similar performance, with simulate 
variance values slightly higher than allocation type 1. Showing performance close to allocation 
types 1 and 2, allocation type 3 was uniformly better than allocation type 4. A sensitivity 
analysis to evaluate the impact of changing the multiplicative term 1.3 (when setting the vg 
values for groups 3 and 4) did show no change in the allocation performances. 
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Figure 3.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Allocation Types for Lower Values 
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Figure 3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Allocation Types for Higher Values 
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Table 3.6 Simulation values of the Variance of 0\ by Allocation Type and 
Sample Size for Lower Values 
Sample Size Allocation Simulated 
(Sample Fraction) Type 6\ Variance 
x 10,000 
5882 1 0.04064 
(0.150) 2 0.04133 
3 0.04280 
4 0.04629 
4902 1 0.04876 
(0.125) 2 0.04961 
3 0.05137 
4 0.05557 
3922 1 0.06095 
(0.100) 2 0.06200 
3 0.06422 
4 0.06945 
2942 1 0.08125 
(0.075) 2 0.08263 
3 0.08559 
4 0.09257 
1961 1 0.12181 
(0.050) 2 0.12377 
3 0.12835 
4 0.13877 
3.6 Simulation Conclusions 
Theoretical development of a stratified sample design for measurement error evaluation of 
large-scale longitudinal surveys lead to the proposal of an optimal sample size allocation rule. 
A simulation study, using NRI data, investigated the performance of such allocation (type 1) 
compared to other three allocation types: proportional to measurement error variance (type 
2), standard Neyman allocation for estimating the mean (type 3), and proportional to stratum 
size allocation (type 4). The results have shown that the optimal allocation rule has uniformly 
better performance than the other allocation types for different sample sizes corresponding to 
different sample fractions. Allocations type 2 and 3 had performances very close to the shown 
by allocation type 1. 
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Table 3.7 Higher Values of vg and ag for Soil Erosion Loss 
Group va a9 
1 0.21 3.20 
2 0.23 1.21 
3 0.27 4.23 
4 0.29 1.74 
The results have also shown the robustness of the four types of allocation to lower and 
larger values of the percentage of the variable of interest variance due to measurement error 
W-
It should be noted that only allocation types 3 and 4 can be implemented with no prior 
information regarding ag values. Therefore, if no reasonable information about ag is available, 
allocations type 3 and 4 are alternatives that can be implemented in practice with reasonable 
performances when compared to allocation types 1 and 2. 
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Table 3.8 Simulation Values of the Variance of 6\ by Allocation Type and 
Sample Size for Higher Values 
Sample Size Allocation Simulated 
(Sample Fraction) Type 6\ Variance 
x 10,000 
5882 1 0.05829 
(0.150) 2 0.05926 
3 0.06083 
4 0.06593 
4902 1 0.06994 
(0.125) 2 0.07111 
3 0.07301 
4 0.07914 
3922 1 0.08741 
(0.100) 2 0.08887 
3 0.09127 
4 0.09891 
2942 1 0.11656 
(0.075) 2 0.11846 
3 0.12164 
4 0.13184 
1961 1 0.17468 
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